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THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT (ACCESS TO INFORMATION) ACT 1985 

 
LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS 

FOR PLANNING, LISTED BUILDING, CONSERVATION AREA AND ADVERTISEMENT 
APPLICATIONS ON THE AGENDA OF THE PLANNING COMMITTEE 

 
 

The Background Papers for the Planning, Listed Building, Conservation Area and 
Advertisement Applications are: 
 
1. The appropriate Planning Information Folder: This is a file with the same reference 

number as that shown on the Agenda for the Application. It contains the following 
documents: 
 
(a) the application forms; 
(b) plans of the proposed development; 
(c) site plans; 
(d) certificate relating to ownership of the site; 
(e) consultation letters and replies to and from statutory consultees and bodies; 
(f) letters and documents from interested parties; 
(g) memoranda of consultation and replies to and from Departments of the Council. 
 

2. Any previous Planning Information Folders referred to in the Reports on the Agenda for 
the particular application or in the Planning Information Folder specified above. 
 

3. City of Lincoln Local Plan: Adopted 26 August 1998. 
 

4. The emerging draft Local Development Framework is now a material consideration. 
 

5. Lincolnshire Structure Plan – Final Modifications 3 January 2006 
 

6. Regional Spatial Strategy – 17 March 2005 
 

7. Applications which have Background Papers additional to those specified in 1 to 6 
above set out in the following table.  These documents may be inspected at the 
Planning Reception, City Hall, Beaumont Fee, Lincoln. 

 
APPLICATIONS WITH ADDITIONAL BACKGROUND PAPERS (See 7 above.) 
 
Application No.:  Additional Background Papers 



 

CRITERIA FOR PLANNING COMMITTEE SITE VISITS (AGREED BY DC COMMITTEE ON 
21 JUNE 2006 AND APPROVED BY FULL COUNCIL ON 15 AUGUST 2006) 
 
 
Criteria: 
 

 Applications which raise issues which are likely to require detailed first hand knowledge 
of the site and its surroundings to enable a well-informed decision to be taken and the 
presentational material at Committee would not provide the necessary detail or level of 
information. 

 

 Major proposals which are contrary to Local Plan policies and proposals but which have 
significant potential benefit such as job creation or retention, environmental 
enhancement, removal of non-confirming uses, etc. 

 

 Proposals which could significantly affect the city centre or a neighbourhood by reason 
of economic or environmental impact. 

 

 Proposals which would significantly affect the volume or characteristics of road traffic in 
the area of a site. 

 

 Significant proposals outside the urban area. 
 

 Proposals which relate to new or novel forms of development. 
 

 Developments which have been undertaken and which, if refused permission, would 
normally require enforcement action to remedy the breach of planning control. 

 

 Development which could create significant hazards or pollution. 
 
 
So that the targets for determining planning applications are not adversely affected by the 
carrying out of site visits by the Committee, the request for a site visit needs to be made as 
early as possible and site visits should be restricted to those matters where it appears 
essential.   
 
A proforma is available for all Members.  This will need to be completed to request a site visit 
and will require details of the application reference and the reason for the request for the site 
visit.  It is intended that Members would use the proforma well in advance of the consideration 
of a planning application at Committee.  It should also be used to request further or additional 
information to be presented to Committee to assist in considering the application.   
  



Planning Committee 13 September 2017 

 
Present: Councillor Jim Hanrahan (in the Chair),  

Councillor Peter West, Councillor Biff Bean, Councillor 
Kathleen Brothwell, Councillor Bob Bushell, Councillor 
Paul Gowen, Councillor Gary Hewson, Councillor 
Ronald Hills, Councillor Tony Speakman, Councillor 
Edmund Strengiel and Councillor Naomi Tweddle 
 

Apologies for Absence: None. 
 

 
34.  Confirmation of Minutes - 16 August 2017  

 
RESOLVED that the minutes of the meeting held on 13 August 2017 be 
confirmed, subject to an amendment to reflect that Councillor Paul Gowen was in 
attendance. 
 

35.  Declarations of Interest  
 

Councillor Pete West declared a Personal Interest with regard to the agenda 
items titled ’18 Garfield Close, Lincoln’ and ’12 Webster Close, Lincoln’. 
 
Reason – the applications were made by the Council’s Housing Department. He 
was the Executive Portfolio Holder for Housing and although had no direct 
involvement with these two properties and their respective applications, felt it 
necessary to declare an interest and leave the meeting room during their 
consideration to avoid any perception of predetermination. 
 

36.  Applications for Development  
 

37.  Warehouse, Mint Lane, Lincoln  
 

The Planning Manager: 
 

a. described the location of the application site which extended from the 
corner of Park Street and Beaumont Fee to the west, Park Street to the 
north and Mint Lane to the east. 

 
b. explained that the proposed development had been split between a 

number of separate detached blocks. The existing two-storey west wing of 
the hall building would be retained and converted into eight studios. The 
existing hall at the east end of the site would be demolished and replaced 
with a five storey building, housing 34 studios. The existing Stokes 
Warehouse would be retained with an additional storey added to the roof, 
which would contain 23 studios. A new five storey building was proposed 
on the existing car park which would accommodate a further 47 studios. 
Finally, the existing school building fronting Beaumont Fee would be 
retained and would accommodate 21 studios. 
 

c. provided details of the policies pertaining to the application as follows: 
 

 National and Local Planning Policy: 
- Policy LP1: A Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development; 
- Policy LP25: The Historic Environment; 
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- Policy LP26: Design and Amenity. 
 

d. outlined the responses made to the consultation exercise. 
 
e. referred to the update sheet which contained further responses received in 

respect of the proposed development. 
 

f. highlighted the main issues relating to the proposal as follows: 
 

 National and Local Planning Policy; 

 The Principle of Development; 

 Impact on the Character and Appearance of the Conservation Area; 

 Residential Amenity; 

 Highways; 

 Archaeology; 

 Loss of Trees; 

 Refuse; 

 Contaminated Land. 
 

g. concluded that: 
 

 The principle of development of much of this land was established 
with the approval of permission in 2016. It was considered that the 
proposed scheme offered further benefit to that previously approved 
as it now planned for the inclusion of the former school building and 
the Stokes Warehouse. This scheme would deliver development of 
this whole corner of Beaumont Fee and Park Street and would 
sympathetically reuse existing buildings within the Conservation 
Area to one inclusive use. 
 

 The applicants had worked with the planning authority during the 
application process to take on board comments received from 
consultees and had subsequently reduced the height of the 
extension to the Stokes Warehouse and made amendments to the 
ground floor layout. With these changes and with the conditions 
referred to throughout the report, it was considered that the 
proposed development would be acceptable and in accordance with 
national and local planning policy. 

 
Valerie Wilkinson, a local resident, addressed the Planning Committee in 
objection to the proposed development and made the following points: 
 

 this proposed development did not enhance the area and was an ugly 
design; 

 the proposed building in its entirety on that site was enormous; 

 she questioned whether 133 luxury student flats were really necessary 
when, in her view, a lot of student accommodation in the city was empty; 

 there was no evidence of car parking provision, with car parking being a 
huge problem in the city; 

 there was already huge congestion in that area, not just in peak times; 

 the streets around that site were very narrow; 

 the site was within a Conservation Area; 

 there was a large building already in place near the site which supported 
homeless people and she was concerned that there seemed to be a lot of 
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alcohol and drug problems in this area which had required a relatively high 
Police presence; 

 this proposed development would not help the Government’s commitment 
to improve air quality; 

 133 flats was a high volume for this particular area; 

 there was a danger of the area losing part of its heritage; 

 the current buildings were all previously important community buildings so 
she would like to see a scheme in place whereby the site was redeveloped 
as a centre for community use. 

 
Paul Manku, representing the operator of the proposed development, also 
addressed the Planning Committee and made the following points: 
 

 his company developed and managed high-end student accommodation, 
with examples in Leeds which had attracted a high level of students, 
including oversees students, and had proved to be very successful; 

 a 24 hour concierge service would assist with the prevention of any anti-
social behaviour that may occur on the site; 

 the site was unlike standard student accommodation in that the 
development would include leisure rooms, private study rooms, a café, a 
gym and a cinema room, promoting a core living, study and community 
experience; 

 the café, gym and other facilities would be run and managed by the same 
site operator; 

 the development would bring something into Lincoln that was unique and 
different to the other student accommodation available in the city. 

 
Members made comments and asked the following questions: 
 

 in terms of the lack of car parking provision, was there any requirement for 
the development to include such provision; 

 had consideration been given to any potential for anti-social behaviour that 
may occur as a result of this development; 

 was there anything that could be introduced to the footpath adjacent to the 
site entrance, such as a railing along the footway for example, to improve 
safety in respect of people exiting the site immediately onto the main road 
at Mint Lane. 

 
The Planning Manager offered the following points of clarification to the 
Committee: 
 

 there was no requirement for car parking or a car parking standard that 
needed to be adhered to in respect of this proposed development; 

 the site was in a city centre location and was an appropriate development 
for the site in that location; 

 similar sites in other cities worked with no car parking provision attached to 
them; 

 any assessment of parking would be in relation to the displacement of 
parking. There was nowhere else to park in the immediate area other than 
via public car parks and there was no other provision within half a mile, so 
this precluded any parking considerations in relation to this development; 

 anti-social behaviour had not been highlighted as an issue, with any 
instances managed by the operator as part of the 24-hour concierge 
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service it was offering. Officers were therefore satisfied that this was 
adequate; 

 Highways had assessed the site and the proposal and had not highlighted 
any issues in relation to safety. It was also reported that there would not be 
an access point from the development onto Mint Street. 

 
RESOLVED that the application be granted conditionally. 
 
Conditions 
 

 Work to commence within three years; 

 Work in accordance with the plans; 

 Contaminated Land; 

 Noise Assessment; 

 Surface Water Drainage Assessment; 

 Materials including window frames and brick sample panels; 

 Archaeology; 

 Window details – profiles and materials for all buildings – new and 
replacement; 

 Brick cleaning specification and sample area to be approved before this 
work is undertaken. 

 
38.  Land At Poplar Avenue/Beevor Street, Lincoln  

 
(Councillors Gary Hewson and Eddie Strengiel were not present at the meeting 
during the consideration of this item). 
 
The Planning Team Leader: 
 

a. described the location of the application site situated to the west of Poplar 
Avenue and north of Beevor Street adjacent to the existing Science and 
Innovation Park buildings. 

 
b. explained that outline planning permission was sought for the principle of 

development to erect two and three storey buildings to accommodate a 
mix of office, laboratory and higher end workshops as part of Phase 2 of 
the Lincoln Science and Innovation Park, with all matters being reserved. 
 

c. provided details of the policies pertaining to the application as follows: 
 

 National Planning Policy Framework; 

 Lincolnshire Minerals and Waste Local Plan: 
- Policy W8: Safeguarding Waste Management Sites; 

 Central Lincolnshire Local Plan: 
- Policy LP1: A Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development; 
- Policy LP5: Delivering Prosperity and Jobs; 
- Policy LP31: Lincoln’s Economy Development. 

 
d. outlined the responses made to the consultation exercise. 
 
e. referred to the update sheet which contained further responses received in 

respect of the proposed development. 
 

f. highlighted the main issues relating to the proposal as follows: 
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 National and Local Planning Policy; 

 Design; 

 Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage; 

 Contaminated Land; 

 Air Quality and Sustainable Transport; 

 External Plan Noise; 

 External Lighting; 

 Construction/Demolition Impacts; 

 Highways; 

 Archaeology. 
 

g. concluded that it was considered that, subject to the conditions set out 
within the report, the principle of development on this site to extend the 
current function of the Lincoln Science and Innovation Park would be 
acceptable. The proposed use would accord with the site’s allocation as a 
Strategic Employment Site within the Central Lincolnshire Local Plan and 
formed a strategic overview which future applications could be assessed 
against. 

 
RESOLVED that the application be granted conditionally. 
 
Conditions 
 

 The development hereby permitted shall be begun within three years; 

 The development to which this permission relates shall not be commenced 
until details of the reserved matters had been submitted to and approved 
by the Local Planning Authority; 

 The development hereby approved shall be carried out in accordance with 
the plans; 

 Surface water drainage scheme for the site; 

 Standard Contaminated Land Conditions; 

 Construction environment management plan; 

 Scheme for the provision of an electric vehicle recharge point; 

 Programme of archaeological work; 

 Noise impact assessment report to identify any mitigation measures that 
were necessary to minimise the impact of offsite uses to the proposed use; 

 Prior to the installation of any stationary external plant or machinery on any 
plot, a noise impact assessment be submitted; 

 A scheme for the construction of an uncontrolled pedestrian crossing point 
on Ruston Way; 

 Assessment of the offsite impact of all external lighting; 

 Carried out in accordance with the approved Flood Risk Assessment. 
 

39.  Land to the Rear of 60 To 72 Chelmsford Street  Lincoln, Lincolnshire, LN5 
7LL  

 
The Planning Team Leader: 
 

a. described the location of the application site situated in an area of land that 
was surrounded on all sides by residential development within the Park 
Ward area of the city. To the north was Portland Street, to the east was 
Trollope Street, to the south was Chelmsford Street and to the west was 
Sincil Bank. 
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b. explained that the proposal was for six further dwellings which would be 
located immediately beside the existing dwellings within the site that had 
been granted permission previously. The central three dwellings would 
project forward of the remainder and incorporate a higher roof to the 
southern side to accommodate rooms in the roof. The roof of the 
remaining dwellings would be the same as the existing dwellings. In 
addition, the projecting façade of the existing dwellings would be refaced 
to match the proposed façades. 
 

c. provided details of the policies pertaining to the application as follows: 
 

 Policy LP1 – A Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development 
9; 

 Policy LP2 – The Spatial Strategy and Settlement Hierarchy 10; 

 Policy LP5 – Delivering Prosperity and Jobs 22; 

 Policy LP9 – Health and Wellbeing 31; 

 Policy LP13 – Accessibility and Transport 40; 

 Policy LP14 – Managing Water Resources and Flood Risk 44; 

 Policy LP16 – Development on Land affected by Contamination 47; 

 Policy LP21 – Biodiversity and Geodiversity 54; 

 Policy LP25 – The Historic Environment 60; 

 Policy LP26 – Design and Amenity 63; 

 Policy LP36 – Access and Movement within the Lincoln Area 85; 

 The National Policy Framework. 
 

d. outlined the responses made to the consultation exercise. 
 
e. highlighted the main issues relating to the proposal as follows: 

 

 The Principle of the Development; 

 The Design of the Proposals and their Visual Impact; 

 Implications of the Proposals upon Amenity; 

 Sustainable Access, Highway Safety and Traffic Capacity; 

 Other Matters; 

 Planning Balance. 
 

f. concluded that the presumption in favour of sustainable development 
required by the National Planning Policy Framework would apply to the 
proposals as there would not be conflict with the three strands of 
sustainability that would apply to development as set out in the planning 
balance. Therefore, there would not be harm caused by approving the 
development. As such, it was considered that the application should 
benefit from planning permission for the reasons identified in the report 
and subject to the conditions outlined below. 

 
Victoria Maw, a local resident, addressed the Planning Committee in objection to 
the proposed development and made the following points: 
 

 Trollope Street was too narrow for use as an access point for vehicles 
entering and exiting the proposed site. Residents’ gates from their gardens 
opened onto this street so she was concerned regarding safety, especially 
given that there were young families in the area; 
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 the access road off Trollope Street was not owned by the developer so 
there would be no legal right of way for people living in the houses on the 
proposed site via this access point; 

 access via Chelmsford Street was also not appropriate due to Chelmsford 
Street itself being constantly parked up by vans and cars. This meant that 
visibility was very poor, especially between the two houses where the 
access road onto Chelmsford Street was located; 

 the size of the area was too small for nine properties in total. Parking was 
already notorious in that area and each property was only being allocated 
one parking space, making the point that some households were bound to 
have more than one vehicle and that there would also be visitors. This 
would add to the car parking problems in the area; 

 the properties had no garden or outside space provision. Residents of the 
three properties already occupied on the proposed site often congregated 
at the front of their properties which created noise. She expected this to 
worsen significantly with six additional properties being added to the site; 

 the proposal represented an opportunity to cram as many properties as 
possible into this space to make as much profit as possible rather than 
give due consideration to existing residents; 

 the proposed development was not beneficial to the area. 
 
William Silby, representing the applicant, addressed the Planning Committee in 
support of the application and made the following comments: 
 

 the original planning permission for the three existing dwellings granted in 
2002/03 set the precedent for the current proposal; 

 the dwellings had been carefully designed to consider overlooking, with 
frosted glass used to ensure that this was prevented; 

 the same ridge height would be used across all of the dwellings on the 
site, with there being minimal overshadowing of neighbouring properties; 

 the development provided one parking space per dwelling which he 
believed was adequate for the size of the two-bedroomed properties; 

 access from Trollope Street would not be for vehicular access and would 
be for pedestrian use only; 

 the access point from Chelmsford Street had been used for a number of 
years, particularly through the land’s current use as garages and an 
industrial workshop, so he was confident that access rights would now be 
lawful; 

 the site sat within Flood Zone 2. A Flood Risk Assessment had been 
untaken which confirmed that the site was protected by the Sincil Bank 
defence and that existing floor levels were above the prescribed minimum 
height as per the Flood Risk Assessment; 

 no complaints had ever been received by the existing landlord regarding 
noise in relation to the three houses currently occupied on the site; 

 careful and sensitive consideration had gone into the plans for this 
development, which he thought would enhance the existing properties and 
dilapidated garages currently located on the site. 

 
Members made comments and asked the following questions: 
 

 clarity was sought over the legal issues associated with rights of way; 

 had any issues been identified from Highways in relation to access to and 
from the site; 

 clarity was sought over the implications for multiple occupancy; 
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 would a residents’ parking scheme make any difference to this 
development and the wider parking issues in the area. 

 
The Planning Team Leader offered the following points of clarification to the 
Planning Committee: 
 

 any dispute as to access rights would be a civil matter for the applicant to 
resolve; 

 Highways had confirmed that they had no issues with the Chelmsford 
Street access point as an in and out access. Vehicles could leave the site 
in forward gear and there was a solid white line in place across the access 
point. Chelmsford Street itself was also a one-way street; 

 permission would be required to use these properties as houses of 
multiple occupancy, which would consist of a separate application process; 

 a residents’ parking scheme would not have any impact on this 
development, since the development provided off-street parking provision. 

 
Councillor Ronald Hills proposed a motion to defer consideration of the 
application subject to a site visit. This motion was seconded by Councillor Naomi 
Tweddle. Upon being put to the vote, the motion was lost. 
 
RESOLVED that the development be granted, subject to the planning conditions 
set out below. 
 
Standard Conditions 
 

 Timeframe for Permission; 

 Approved Plans. 
 
Conditions to be discharged before commencement of works 
 

 Samples of Materials and final design of entrances to the properties; 

 External Lighting and Drainage Schemes; 

 Contaminated Land. 
 
Conditions to be discharged before use is implemented 
 

 Internal set-backs, obscure glazing and high level windows implemented; 

 Electric Vehicle Recharging Points provided; 

 Provision of parking spaces and amenity spaces; 

 Closure of access from Trollope Street (except for emergency purposes). 
 
Conditions to be adhered to at all times 
 

 Development constructed in line with the Flood Risk Assessment; 

 Construction and Delivery Hours; 

 No new windows allowed under permitted development regulations. 
 

40.  18 Garfield Close, Lincoln, Lincolnshire  
 

(Councillors Gary Hewson, Eddie Strengiel and Pete West were not present at 
the meeting during consideration of this item) 
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The Planning Manager: 
 

a. described the location of the application site which was located at 18 
Garfield Close on Ermine West, to the north of the city. 

 
b. advised that the application was made by the City of Lincoln Council for a 

single storey side extension to the property at 18 Garfield Close. The 
extension would replace an existing store and would provide wheelchair 
access and ground floor facilities for the existing tenants. 
 

c. provided details of the policies pertaining to the application as follows: 
 

 Policy LP26 – Design and Amenity; 

 National Planning Policy Framework. 
 

d. outlined the responses made to the consultation exercise. 
 
e. highlighted the main issues relating to the proposal as follows: 

 

 Impact on Visual Amenity; 

 Impact on Residential Amenity; 

 Impact on Highway Safety. 
 

f. concluded that the proposed extension would not cause unacceptable 
harm to visual amenity, residential amenity or highway safety, in 
accordance with the relevant policies of the National Planning Policy 
Framework and Central Lincolnshire Local Plan. 

 
RESOLVED that the application be granted conditionally. 
 
Standard Conditions 
 

 the development must be begun not later than the expiration of three 
years beginning with the date of this permission. 

 with the exception of the detailed matters referred to by the conditions 
of this consent, the development hereby approved shall be carried out 
in accordance with the drawings listing within Table A of the report; 

 the works shall be carried out in accordance with the details shown on 
the approved plans and in any other approved documents forming part 
of the application. 

 
41.  12 Webster Close, Lincoln, Lincolnshire  

 
(Councillors Gary Hewson, Eddie Strengiel and Pete West were not present at 
the meeting during consideration of this item) 
 
The Planning Team Leader: 
 

a. described the location of the application site which was 12 Webster Close 
in Lincoln. 

 
b. explained that the application was made by the City of Lincoln Council for 

a single storey side and front extension to 12 Webster Close. The 
extension would provide wheelchair access and ground floor facilities for 
the existing tenants. 
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c. provided details of the policies pertaining to the application as follows: 
 

 Policy LP26 – Design and Amenity; 

 National Planning Policy Framework. 
 

d. outlined the responses made to the consultation exercise. 
 
e. referred to the update sheet which contained further responses received in 

respect of the proposed works. 
 
f. highlighted the main issues relating to the proposal as follows: 

 

 Impact on Visual Amenity; 

 Impact on Residential Amenity; 

 Impact on Highway Safety. 
 

g. concluded that the proposed extension would not cause unacceptable 
harm to visual amenity, residential amenity or highway safety, in 
accordance with the relevant policies of the National Planning Policy 
Framework and Central Lincolnshire Local Plan. 

 
RESOLVED that the application be granted conditionally. 
 
Standard Conditions 

 

 the development must be begun not later than the expiration of three years 
beginning with the date of this permission. 

 with the exception of the detailed matters referred to by the conditions of 
this consent, the development hereby approved shall be carried out in 
accordance with the drawings listing within Table A of the report; 

 the works shall be carried out in accordance with the details shown on the 
approved plans and in any other approved documents forming part of the 
application. 

 
42.  Consideration of Confirmation of Tree Preservation Order  

 
The Planning Manager: 
 

a. presented a report which provided the Planning Committee with an 
opportunity to consider whether to formally confirm a temporary Tree 
Preservation Order on a beech tree at Stonefield Avenue made by the 
Planning Manager under delegated powers.  

 
b. reported that the applicant had submitted an application for works to fell a 

tree under the protection of a Tree Preservation Order in March 2017.  
 

c. explained that, in accordance with usual practice, the site was visited by 
the Council’s Arboricultural Officer to assess the health and amenity value 
of the tree. At the site visit it was apparent that the tree was not in the 
position of the tree identified on the formal Tree Preservation Order 
documentation produced in 1978. There was no tree in this position, with 
the tree on Stonefield Avenue, which was the subject of the application, 
being located 10 to 12 metres to the south of the tree plotted on the Tree 
Preservation Order. It was possible that this may have been a drafting 
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error on the original document in 1978 but this meant that the tree in 
question was not therefore covered by a Tree Preservation Order. 
 

d. explained that the situation was further complicated by the unadopted 
status of the northern part of Stonefield Avenue where the tree was 
located. As a consequence of this, the responsibility for the tree, including 
liability, rested with the owner of 27 Stonefield Avenue who had made the 
application to remove it.  
 

e. reported that the tree was a mature beech specimen with a crown that 
spread between seven and nine metres from its centre. It was located 
within the non-adopted footway of Stonefield Avenue and approximately 
two metres from the front boundary wall of number 27.  
 

f. advised that a tree specialist appointed by the applicant proposed to fell 
the tree and replace it with a similar species. The report from the tree 
specialist also contained ‘favoured recommendations’ which would be to 
retain the existing tree, lift the crown to give a clearance beneath of 
approximately 4 to 5 metres, reduce the spread of the crown all round by 
2.5 metres, thin the crown and remove branches to give clearance to two 
telephone lines. 
 

g. concluded that, due to its amenity value, the tree should be placed under 
the protection of a Tree Preservation Order, that consent to fell should be 
refused but that consent to undertake the crown lifting and thinning works, 
as set out above, should be granted. 

 
Robin White, representing the applicant, addressed the Planning Committee and 
made the following points: 
 

 the tree’s roots were causing damage to the side and front garden walls of 
number 27 Stonefield Avenue and the public footpath at the front of the 
property; 

 there was a risk that underground services could also be potentially 
damaged by the tree’s roots, with the sewer, gas main and electrical main 
running underground within four metres of the tree; 

 the road was unadopted so full liability would rest with the owner of 
number 27 Stonefield Avenue; 

 the owner of number 27 therefore wanted to remove any hazard, including 
tripping hazards on the footpath as a result of the tree’s roots and 
therefore wished to have the tree felled; 

 the applicant was more than happy to replace the tree with something 
smaller; 

 a tree specialist that had been appointed to advise the owner of number 27 
had indicated that his first recommendation would be to fell the tree; 

 in terms of its visual amenity value, the tree was not in a conservation area 
and was located on a private road with no public through-road access; 

 90% of residents along Stonefield Avenue, via a petition, had indicated 
that they were in favour of removing the tree; 

 the wishes of the residents of Stonefield Avenue and the recommendation 
of the tree specialist should be respected. 
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Members made comments and asked the following questions: 
 

 clarification was sought as to the location of the tree and whether it was in 
fact the responsibility of the owner of number 27 Stonefield Avenue. 

 
The Planning Team Leader offered the following points of clarification to the 
Planning Committee: 
 

 the tree was within the boundary of number 27 Stonefield Avenue so 
responsibility for the tree and any necessary works would rest with the 
owner of that property. 

 
RESOLVED: 
 
1) That the petition be received. 
 
2) That the Tree Preservation Order be confirmed. 
 
3) That the works of crown lifting, crown thinning and crown reduction be 

agreed. 
 
Councillor Ronald Hills requested that his vote against this decision be recorded. 
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PLANNING COMMITTEE 10 OCTOBER 2017 
  

 
SUBJECT:  
 

COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL) 

DIRECTORATE: 
 

COMMUNITIES AND ENVIRONMENT 

REPORT AUTHOR: 
 

TOBY FORBES TURNER, PRINCIPAL PLANNING OFFICER 

 
1. Purpose of Report 

 
1.1 
 

Advise Planning Committee on the current programme in respect of progressing 
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) adoption by the Authority namely: 
 

 Advise Planning Committee of the intention to recommend to the Executive 
on 30th October 2017 that the Council approve the modifications as set out 
in the City of Lincoln Council CIL Examination Report (Appendix 1) to the 
Draft Charging Schedule; 
 

 Incorporate those modifications into the City of Lincoln Council CIL 
Charging Schedule; 

 

 Advise Planning Committee of the intention to recommend to the Executive 
on 30th October 2017 that the Council adopt the amended City of Lincoln 
Council CIL Charging Schedule (Appendix 2); 
 

 Advise Planning Committee of the recommendation to Executive that that 
the supporting policies in Appendix 3 (Regulation 123 List, Instalments and 
In-Kind policies) be approved by Council; 
 

 Advise Planning Committee of the recommendation that the CIL Charging 
Schedule be implemented by the City of Lincoln Council on a date as soon 
as is practicable on or after 1 January 2018. 

 
2. Executive Summary  

 
2.1 Further to previous reports to both Policy Scrutiny and Executive on the City 

Council’s CIL programme, Planning Committee Members are requested to 
consider the requirements on what is effectively the final stages of CIL process-
namely adoption of CIL. 
 

2.2 Following the Examination hearing into the City Council’s CIL Draft Charging 
Schedule which took place on Friday 3rd March 2017, the CIL Examiner produced 
his report on 24th May 2017 (see Appendix 1) which concluded that subject to the 
recommended modifications the “The City of Lincoln Council draft Community 
Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule provides an appropriate basis for the 
collection of the levy in the area”.  
 

2.3 Following the CIL Examiner’s report and subject to member approval, the City 
Council is therefore in a position to adopt a CIL Charging Schedule. 
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3. Background 
 

3.1 The Authority has duties and responsibilities as Charging and Collecting Authority 
in the setting of a District Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) as set out in the 
Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 (as amended). 
 

3.2 By way of reminder, the City Council has been in the process of progressing with 
CIL since 2013 with the following Executive decisions having been taken as 
follows: 
 

Committee Date Report Recommendation 

Executive 15 April 
2013 

 Approve Preliminary Draft Charging 
Schedule, draft instalments policy 

 Agree continued partnership approach to 
CIL 

 Endorse partnership approach to 123 list 
 

Executive 25 Sept 
2013 

 Approve Draft Charging Schedule (DCS) 
and draft 123 list for public consultation 

 Approval that officers continue to develop 
123 list and CIL in partnership 

 Approval for Joint CIL exam with NKDC & 
WLDC 

Executive 28 Sept 
2015 

 Withdraw previous DCS and associated 
documents (as previously agreed at 23rd 
Sept 2013 Exec) 

 Approve new PDCS, charging zones, in 
kind policy, payments and draft 123 list 
 

Executive 14 March 
2016 

 Approve DCS and associated documents 
(draft 123 list, draft instalments policy, draft 
in kind payment policy) for formal 
consultation in April/May 2016 

 Grant delegated authority to the DCE for 
minor amendments to DCS and docs if 
required prior to consultation 

Executive April 2016  Approve City of Lincoln DCS for 
consultation May 2016 and associated 
documents, 123 list, instalments, in kind 
payment 

 Approve aligned CIL with NKDC & WLDC 
 

Executive 26 
September 
2016 

 That authority be delegated to the Chief 
Executive to authorise specified officers to 
attend at any examination hearing into the 
CIL Draft Charging Schedule to make 
representations on behalf of the Authority 
to support the progress of the CIL Draft 
Charging Schedule through the 
examination process  
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3.3 The Examination hearing into the City of Lincoln Council CIL Draft Charging 
Schedule took place on 3rd March 2017. At the hearing session, the CIL Examiner 
explored a list of mandatory questions to satisfy himself that the CIL rates 
proposed met legislative requirements and are set at a viable rate. His findings, 
which he presented in a non-technical summary at the start of the City of Lincoln 
CIL Examination report were: 
 
“This report concludes that subject to recommended modifications the City of 
Lincoln Council draft Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule provides 
an appropriate basis for the collection of the levy in the area.   
 
In summary 5 modifications are recommended to the Draft Charging Schedule as 
follows: 
 

 Provide additional inset maps at a larger scale showing the location of the 
sustainable urban extensions; 

 Amend the rate for new residential development in Zone 1 to £25 per 
square metre; 

 Amend the rate for new residential development in Zine 2 to £20 per square 
metre; 

 Amend the description of Zone 2 to read “Developments at Western Growth 
Corridor and North East Quadrant sustainable urban extensions”; and 

 Add a column for apartments and deleting the text “Applicable to whole 
district” from the header. 

 
Subject to these modifications the Council is able to demonstrate that is has 
sufficient, appropriate evidence to support the Schedule.  The Schedule will strike 
an appropriate balance between the desirability of funding necessary infrastructure 
whilst ensuring that it does not put at risk the viability of development in the area 
as set out in the Central Lincolnshire Local Plan.”  
 

3.4 The recommended revised CIL charging rates are therefore as follows: 
 
For Residential Development 
 
Zone 1:  Lincoln Strategy Area   £25 per square metre 
Zone 2:  SUE’s (WGC & NEQ)  £20 per square metre 
 
For Convenience Retail 
 
£40 per square metre 
 

3.5 The modifications to the CIL proposed rates were not unexpected and are in line 
with those that were recommended by the CIL Viability Study Consultants. It is 
therefore recommended that the modifications above are incorporated into the CIL 
Charging Schedule in order to meet the legislative requirements of section 212 of 
the Planning Act (2008) and thus allowing the Charging Schedule to be Adopted. 
 

3.6   Members should note that the Examiner’s report is not binding. However, the CIL 
Charging Schedule will not be legally compliant without the recommended 
modifications being incorporated.  
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3.7 Following the Examiners report, officers in liaison with colleagues from West 
Lindsey, North Kesteven and Lincolnshire County Council have produced some 
indicative projected CIL income figures based on the revised CIL rates. These 
figures are based on many assumptions and should not be taken out of context 
e.g. based on building rates taking place over the next 18 years which could be 
higher or lower than assumed.   
 

3.8 For the City it is estimated that CIL income will be in the region of £7.9M (up to 
2036) which equates to approximately £440,000 per year. The majority of that 
£440,000 will be used to contribute to agreed Central Lincolnshire Strategic 
Infrastructure priorities, the Lincoln Eastern Bypass and secondary education to 
support the planned Growth (Regulation 123 List).  CIL Regulations allow charging 
authorities to use up to a maximum of 5% of the funds from CIL to recover the 
costs of administering the levy.   
 

3.9 CIL regulations (Reg 59A) require that 15% of CIL receipts (25% where there is a 
neighbourhood plan in place) are passed onto local council’s e.g. Parish or Town 
Councils.  Where there are no local council’s as in the City, CIL Regulation 59F 
requires the Local Authority to use 15% of CIL to support the development of the 
relevant area by funding the “the provision, improvement, replacement, operation 
or maintenance of infrastructure” or “anything else that is concerned with 
addressing the demands that development places on an area”.  

3.10 For the City, officer’s estimate that in the region of £1.18M (up to 2036) will be 
generated from CIL income which will be available to distribute to support local 
infrastructure work. A decision needs to be made about how in practical terms the 
funds are distributed in the City and a report with options on how funds could be 
managed and spent will be presented to Executive in early 2018.    
 

3.11 Looking at how other Local Authorities in a similar position to the City have dealt 
with the process, Sheffield City Council has decided to allocate local CIL income to 
individual Wards and made use of Local Area Partnerships as a mechanism for 
making decisions on how to spend the funds. In Camden following consultation 
with local communities, ward members produced Local CIL Priority Lists for each 
ward which guided future spending of local CIL funds. A decision on administration 
options for the community proportion will be subject to a further report to Members.  
 

4. Implementation of CIL 
 

4.1 Subject to Council adopting CIL, it is required to; 
 

 Set a formal implementation date; 

 Publish the charging schedule and Examiner’s report on its website and in            
Council Offices and Local Access points; and 

 Give notice to the public, including press advertisement, other authorities            
and CIL consultation respondents of its intention to commence charging            
CIL and where the Charging Schedule information can be inspected.  
 

4.2 The Charging Schedule can be implemented as soon as practicable following 
adoption. However there are a number of issues for Members to consider.   
 

4.3 Firstly, administrative and procedural processes will need to be implemented 
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before CIL can be accurately and legally collected. Much of this is around the 
accurate notification, calculation, collection, distribution and monitoring of CIL.  
Implementation of CIL will fall to officers within the Development Management 
Team as it makes practical sense to align CIL charging, collection, monitoring and 
enforcement with Development Management functions.  Members should note 
there will be a need to review the Constitution and a CIL Enforcement Policy will 
need to be produced.  
. 

4.4 Secondly there will be a number of submitted planning applications with S106 
agreements in draft stage that will become liable to pay a CIL charge at 
implementation, even though the application was submitted before the CIL regime 
was in place. This could be considered unreasonable by applicants, if sufficient 
time is not given between adoption and implementation. Also there is a risk that it 
could lead to a flurry of rushed applications being submitted ‘last minute’ to beat 
the CIL implementation deadline. 
 

4.5 Thirdly, CIL has been developed with the other Central Lincolnshire Charging 
Authorities (North Kesteven and West Lindsey District Councils). It would therefore 
seem appropriate to work to as closely an aligned implementation date as possible 
across the three Central Lincolnshire Charging Authorities as far as possible.  
North Kesteven adopted CIL in July 2017 and West Lindsey are targeting adoption 
for Nov 2017. The City’s CIL report recommending adoption will be going before 
Executive on 30th October then Full Council on 5th December 2017.   
 

4.6 It is suggested that a reasonable period of notice between adoption and 
implementation is considered, which would mean implementation is likely to be in 
January 2018. This will allow sufficient time for advertising and notification of 
developers about to submit a planning application. This reasonable lead in time 
will also allow major planning applications, particularly for those where the process 
of S106 negotiations have commenced, to be determined. The implementation 
date will also be influenced by the desire to be aligned with the other Central 
Lincolnshire Charging Authorities as much as possible. 
 

5. Strategic Priorities  
 

5.1 Let’s Drive Economic Growth 
 
The Central Lincolnshire Local Plan is a ‘growth led’ plan providing a positive 
planning framework to promote and support sustainable growth of the City and its 
local economy with CIL being a key component in the provision of funds to provide 
infrastructure to support growth.   
 

5.2 Let’s Reduce Inequality 
 
The Local Plan objectives support the reduction of poverty and disadvantage. In 
line with Regulation the authority will be required to pass a ‘meaningful’ proportion 
of CIL receipts to suitable neighbourhood groups for use on infrastructure 
identified as important by the local community. Where there are no established 
Local Councils, District Councils are asked to spend this in consultation with local 
communities.   
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5.3 Let’s Deliver Quality Housing 
 
Growth and development of the general housing market is a positive step in 
increasing the supply of all forms housing. The CIL Regulations provide for full 
relief from the CIL charge for any part of a development which is affordable 
housing (and includes social and affordable rent and shared ownership).   
 

5.4 Let’s Enhance our Remarkable Place  
 
Implementation of CIL will help support the development of the City and ensure 
contributions toward infrastructure can be used to improve Lincoln as a place.   
 

6. Organisational Impacts  
 

6.1 Finance (including whole life costs where applicable) 
 
The agreement of projects within the Regulation 123 list will remove the ability to 
raise Section 106 funding for these projects. Section 106 agreements will continue 
to be used for direct mitigation of site-specific impacts while CIL income will be 
used to fund the delivery of larger strategic items as identified on the Regulation 
123 list. 
 

6.2 Legal Implications including Procurement Rules  
 
Subject to adoption and the implementation date, CIL becomes a mandatory 
charge on all eligible development. The Council has; and will need to, comply with 
the 2008 Planning Act and 2010 CIL Regulations (as amended), in the 
implementation, collection, monitoring and distribution of CIL. 
 

6.3 Land, Property and Accommodation 
 
CIL will be applicable on all eligible development once adopted. 
 

6.4 Human Resources 
 
The recommendations in this report, if approved, will require time officer time to 
implement which is able to be resourced in the current structure. 
 

6.5 Equality, Diversity & Human Rights  
 
Equality implications have been carefully considered. Whilst a full assessment has 
not been carried out the introduction of CIL helps to support and deliver 
sustainable growth and development in the city. It is therefore promoting equal 
access to housing and employment and has no negative impact on those who 
exhibit a protected characteristic.   
 

7. Risk Implications 
 

7.1 (i)        Options Explored  
 
A not adopting CIL option has been considered through the Central Lincolnshire 
Strategic Group (CLSG) and the recommendation to not proceed with this option 
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agreed, on the basis that such would significantly weaken the ability to support the 
infrastructure needs resulting from the planned Growth in the Central Lincolnshire, 
particular in respect of delivery of the Eastern Bypass and Secondary School 
provision.  
 

7.2 (ii)        Key Risks Associated with the Preferred Approach 
 
The key risk of implementing a CIL charge is the potential negative impact such 
may have on development delivery. The current charge rates have been set in the 
context of a comprehensive viability assessment and developer consultation and 
are viewed as viable in the current market. These rates have subsequently been 
found appropriate and proportionate by the CIL Examiner. Rates of development 
will be monitored and reported annually in the Authority Monitoring Report post 
adoption of CIL, and any review of the CIL charge considered if required.  
 

8. Recommendation  
 

 Members to comment on the proposal for the Council to approve the 
modifications as set out in the City of Lincoln Council CIL Examination 
Report (Appendix 1) to the Draft Charging Schedule; 
 

 Recommend that those modifications are incorporated into the City of 
Lincoln Council CIL Charging Schedule; 

 

 Members to comment on the proposal for the Council adopt the amended 
City of Lincoln Council CIL Charging Schedule (Appendix 2); 
 

 Members to comment on the proposal to implement the supporting policies 
in Appendix 3 (Regulation 123 List, Instalments and In-Kind policies) be 
approved by Council; 
 

 Members to comment on the proposal that the CIL Charging Schedule be 
implemented by the City of Lincoln Council on a date as soon as is 
practicable on or after 1 January 2018. 

 
 
Is this a key decision? 
 

Yes 
 

Do the exempt information 
categories apply? 
 

No 
 

Does Rule 15 of the Scrutiny 
Procedure Rules (call-in and 
urgency) apply? 
 

No 
 

How many appendices does 
the report contain? 
 

3 

List of Background Papers: 
 

 
 

Lead Officer: Toby Forbes Turner, Principal Planning Policy Officer 
Telephone (01522) 873804 
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Non-Technical Summary 

 
This report concludes that subject to recommended modifications the City of 

Lincoln Council draft Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule provides 
an appropriate basis for the collection of the levy in the area.   

 
In summary 5 modifications are recommended to the Draft Charging Schedule as 
follows: 

 
• Provide additional inset maps at a larger scale showing the location of the 

sustainable urban extensions; 
• Amend the rate for new residential development in Zone 1 to £25 per 

square metre; 

• Amend the rate for new residential development in Zone 2 to £20 per 
square metre;  

• Amend the description of Zone 2 to read “Developments at Western Growth 
Corridor and North East Quadrant sustainable urban extensions”; and 

• Add a column for apartments and deleting the text “Applicable to whole 

district” from the header. 
 

Subject to these modifications the Council is able to demonstrate that is has 
sufficient, appropriate evidence to support the Schedule.  The Schedule will strike 
an appropriate balance between the desirability of funding necessary 

infrastructure whilst ensuring that it does not put at risk the viability of 
development in the area as set out in the Central Lincolnshire Local Plan.   
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Introduction 

1. This report contains my assessment of the City of Lincoln’s draft Community 
Infrastructure Levy (‘CIL’) Charging Schedule in terms of Section 212 of the 
Planning Act 2008 (as amended).  It considers whether or not the Schedule is 

compliant in legal terms, and then whether it is economically viable, as well as 
reasonable, realistic and consistent with national planning policy and 

guidance.1  

2. To comply with the relevant legislation the local charging authority has to 
submit a charging schedule which sets an appropriate balance between 

helping to fund necessary new infrastructure and the potential effects on the 
economic viability of development in the area.   

3. The starting point for the examination is the draft Charging Schedule (‘DCS’) 
submitted on 15 July 2016.  A hearing was held on 3 March 2017 to examine 

the Council’s evidence and the rates proposed.   

4. As submitted the DCS proposes two Zones with two different rates for new 
residential development.  Zone 1 covers the City of Lincoln administrative 

boundary, which also forms part of the Lincoln Strategy Area (‘LSA’) as 
defined in the Central Lincolnshire Local Plan (‘CLLP’).  Within Zone 1 a rate of 

£30 per square metre is proposed.  Excluded from this area, and falling within 
Zone 2 are the Western Growth Corridor and North East Quadrant Sustainable 
Urban Extensions (‘SUEs’).  A rate of £25 per square metre is proposed for the 

SUEs.  

5. Across both zones the DCS proposes a rate of £40 per square metre for 

convenience retail, whilst all other uses, including apartments are nil rated.   

6. The City of Lincoln DCS has been prepared alongside the schedules for West 
Lindsey District Council and North Kesteven District Council.  Although each 

one has been examined individually, the three local authorities have worked 
collaboratively and share the same evidence base2.   

Assessment of Compliance with the Act and Regulations 

7. The Council consulted on the initial DCS for a period of four weeks from        
19 May 2016 to 16 June 2016 as required by the Regulations.  The draft 

Regulation 123 List, draft Instalments Policy and draft Payments In-Kind Policy 
were also published as part of this consultation, in addition to the relevant 

evidence-based documents3.  Following this consultation the Council has 
provided a Statement of Representations as required by regulation 19(1)(b) of 
the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations (2010) (as amended).   

8. Regulation 12(2)(c) also requires that where a charging authority sets 
differential rates a map must be produced which meets certain criteria.  This 

includes identifying the location and boundaries of the different zones.   

                                       

 
1 As set out in the National Planning Policy Framework and the National Planning Practice Guidance 
2 Document GEN101 
3 Documents CITY001 – CITY005 and GEN101 – GEN103 
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9. The clarity of each zone is discussed below.  However, for the purpose of the 

Regulations the Council has produced a map which distinguishes between 
different zones.  This is based on an ordnance survey base, contains grid lines 
and meets the requirements of Regulation 12(2)(c).   

Is the DCS supported by background documents containing appropriate 
available evidence? 

Infrastructure Planning Evidence 

10. Examination of the CLLP has recently been completed and the Plan was 
adopted on 24 April 2017.  It is a joint Local Plan which covers the local 

planning authority areas of the City of Lincoln Council, West Lindsey District 
Council and North Kesteven District Council.  It has been prepared by the 

Central Lincolnshire Joint Strategic Planning Committee in a formal partnership 
between the three authorities and Lincolnshire County Council.  The plan sets 

out the main areas of growth that will need to be supported by new 
infrastructure across Central Lincolnshire and provides an appropriate basis for 
CIL in the three local planning authority areas.   

11. The Infrastructure Delivery Plan4 (‘IDP’) sets out the relevant infrastructure 
required to support the amount and location of development identified in the 

CLLP.  In summary, it states that the greatest need for investment relates to 
the provision of the Lincoln Eastern Bypass (‘LEB’) and secondary/6th form 
education. 

12. The LEB has been identified by the Council as a key piece of infrastructure that 
will help facilitate the delivery of growth in Central Lincolnshire.  In particular, 

it will allow sites such as the NEQ to come forward and deliver significant new 
housing close to Lincoln City Centre.  The socio-economic advantages of the 
by-pass will also be wider, as it will provide benefits to existing residents and 

businesses throughout Lincoln, North Kesteven and West Lindsey.  Assessing 
the funding gap and the contribution that CIL will make to the shortfall as a 

whole (rather than a requirement for each charging authority) is therefore 
reasonable in this particular instance.   

13. It is estimated that the LEB will cost around £96m.  Of this total roughly £50m 

will be provided by the Department for Transport, with an additional £12m 
from a Lincolnshire County Council grant.  A further £2.8m is likely to come 

from developer contributions through existing Section 106 Agreements.  This 
leaves a funding gap of approximately £31.2m.   

14. It has been suggested that because the project is already underway the LEB 

must have funding in place for its completion, and therefore no gap exists.  
However, during the examination the County Council confirmed that because 

the LEB is a priority the funding shortfall will be met by borrowed capital in the 
short-term to ensure that the scheme can go ahead.  By relying on finance 
that the County Council does not currently have, a funding gap therefore still 

exists which CIL receipts will help contribute towards.   

15. In terms of secondary education and 6th form provision the IDP identifies a 

shortfall of £86.1m for Lincoln, £17.2m for Sleaford, £16.2m for Gainsborough 

                                       
 
4 Document GEN102 
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and £9.4m for the rural areas.  The total funding gap across Central 

Lincolnshire therefore amounts to approximately £128.9m.   

16. As with the LEB, the estimated cost of secondary and 6th form education 
provision has not been broken down by each local authority.  Although it is 

possible to compare individual school capacity with proposed developments, 
the geography of Central Lincolnshire is such that students often live in one 

area and attend school in another.  For example, parts of North Hykeham form 
part of Lincoln’s urban area but fall within North Kesteven.  When also taking 
into account that development has been planned on a joint basis through the 

CLLP, this approach is reasonable.   

Conclusion on Infrastructure Planning Evidence 

17. When combined, the estimated cost of funding the Regulation 123 list items 
amounts to around £160.1m.  In comparison, the IDP suggests that the 

housing growth in the CLLP is likely to yield around £35m from CIL based on 
assumptions regarding unit sizes.  An alternative amount of approximately 
£39m across the plan area is identified in the Projected CIL Income paper5.  

But even using the higher value, the contribution that this CIL is expected to 
make, alongside similar levies in West Lindsey and North Kesteven would only 

be very modest.   

18. In conclusion therefore, the information provided clearly points to a need to 
introduce the levy.   

Economic Viability Evidence 

19. The Council’s viability evidence is set out in the Central Lincolnshire Local Plan 

and Community Infrastructure Levy Viability Study 20166 (‘VS’).  The 
approach taken to the viability assessments is based on a residual value 
methodology.  This attributes a value to a range of different developments and 

deducts any associated costs such as land acquisition, construction, external 
works, fees, contingencies, finance, planning policy costs and planning 

obligations.  An allowance for developer profit is included and the difference 
between the development value and the total cost is the maximum amount 
that could be charged for CIL whilst ensuring that development remains 

viable.  Alongside the IDP and information provided by representors this is the 
main source of evidence relating to viability.   

Site size and density 

20. The starting point for the VS is to consider a suitable range of sites that reflect 
the type of development likely to come forward in the area.  This has been 

done by reviewing sites which informed the CLLP in the Strategic Housing and 
Economic Land Availability Assessment (‘SHELAA’), past delivery and 

discussions with developers at workshops.  In summary, the VS tested 
greenfield sites with capacity for 3, 4, 5, 10, 35, 100 and 300 dwellings, in 
addition to SUEs with a standardised size of 2,000 units.  An addendum was 

also produced in May 2016 which looked at greenfield sites of 1,000 houses.   

                                       

 
5 Document GEN103 
6 Document GEN101 
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21. Across all the greenfield sites a density of 35dph was used.  Evidence provided 

by a representor for the hearing session confirms that the density assumptions 
are broadly correct when applying the same net site area.  The brownfield 
scenarios considered sites with a capacity for 20 and 50 units at a higher 

density of 40dph, in addition to a scheme for 50 flats at 65dph.   

22. Although variations will no doubt occur on individual sites, overall the 

typologies used in the VS and assumptions regarding net developable areas 
and densities are reasonable.  For the purposes of this assessment they 
adequately reflect the size and scale of development likely to come forward in 

the area through the CLLP.   

Dwelling size 

23. Average sizes for detached and semi-detached houses throughout Lincoln, 
Gainsborough, Sleaford and the rural areas of North Kesteven and West 

Lindsey are included in the VS.  The data is based on properties for sale in 
March 2015 and shows considerable variations throughout Central 
Lincolnshire.  For example, the average size of a dwelling in Gainsborough was 

85 square metres, whereas in Sleaford it was 110 square metres.  Because the 
VS seeks to assess viability on a plan-wide level a generic house size of 95 

square metres was used.  This represents the mid-point size across a range of 
house types throughout Central Lincolnshire, excluding Lincoln City Centre 
apartments.   

24. Evidence submitted by a representor suggests that local developers are not 
achieving such sizes, with market housing typically around 87 square metres 

per unit.  But this is only based on an assessment of 5 sites.  Whilst I 
appreciate that not every house built over the plan period will measure 95 
square metres, it is a reasonable starting point upon which to base the VS.  It 

is also based on proportionate available evidence.   

Sales values 

25. Different values have been provided for Lincoln, Gainsborough, Sleaford and 
rural North Kesteven/West Lindsey.  Separate values for apartments in 
Lincoln, the LSA and West Gainsborough have also been included.  In 

summary, this demonstrates that the highest sales values7 are typically found 
in Lincoln and the LSA (which includes the surrounding villages), with the 

lowest values in West Gainsborough. 

26. The values have been derived from analysing around 2,000 new properties 
included on the Land Registry database between 2012 and 2015.  Asking 

prices from the website ‘Rightmove’ have also been used.  Although the latter 
does not give a true reflection of the final sales price, Land Registry data does 

not provide the full picture either as it does not include information such as 
the size or condition of a property.  Using both sources of data, combined with 
input from the developer forums represents a sound yet proportionate 

methodology.  Based on discussions with developers a cautious approach to 
the higher sales values in the LSA was also taken by applying a discount of up 

to 10%.   

 

                                       
 
7 Examiner’s Note: Expressed as £ per m2 
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Land Values 

27. Paragraph 173 of the Framework states that to ensure viability, the costs of 
development should provide competitive returns to a willing landowner and 
willing developer to enable development to be deliverable.  A critical part of 

this process is ensuring that land can come forward for new development.  

28. The VS compares the residual value of each development scenario against a 

threshold land value (‘TLV’), or the value that a willing landowner is likely to 
release a site for development.  For generic (non-strategic) scenarios other 
sites have been assessed to help reach an informed judgement on the value of 

a typical, fully serviced plot.  Due to the lack of publically available data 
concerning land transactions the VS has used asking prices for a range of sites 

and ‘sense-checked’ values through the developer workshops.  Values are 
expressed as £ per net developable hectare and range from £500,000 for a 

fully serviced plot in Gainsborough, Sleaford and the rural areas to £680,000 
for a greenfield site in the LSA.  Given the limited amount of transparent 
evidence available, and considering that no alternative assessment has been 

provided on the same scale, the TLVs for the non-strategic sites are 
reasonable.  They also reflect the fact that sales values are typically higher 

within the LSA than elsewhere in Central Lincolnshire.   

29. For the SUEs a different approach has been used.  It is based on the existing 
agricultural value of the land multiplied by 10.  This is intended to reflect a 

premium above the existing use value that would provide a competitive return 
to a willing landowner to enable a site to come forward for development.  

Paragraph C.1.12 of the VS states that: 

“As a ‘rule of thumb’ it is generally accepted in the development industry 
that landowners can anticipate a return of between 10 and 20 times the 

agricultural value of the land.  This is supported by the HCA Viability toolkit 
assumptions (2010 Annex 1 ‘Transparent Viability Assumptions)”. 

30. Using this methodology a review of sales values in the wider area suggests 
that typical low grade agricultural land is expected to cost between £20,600 
and £25,700 per gross hectare (or roughly £8,300 - £10,400 per gross acre).  

These values are intended to reflect the existing use of the SUEs and have 
been multiplied by 10 to provide the landowner with an incentive to sell.  This 

is regarded as the minimum value that would be expected, and the VS has 
used a figure of £210,000 per gross hectare (or approximately £85,000 per 
gross acre).8  Converted into a net figure (consistent with non-strategic sites) 

results in an un-serviced TLV of £300,000 per hectare for the SUEs.   

31. Trying to determine how much above an existing use value would be sufficient 

to bring forward strategic sites for development is inherently difficult.  Sites 
vary in terms of their location and market attractiveness, as do landowners’ 
expectations.  In this particular case no alternative methodology has been 

provided either, and there is no comparable data available in the public 
domain relevant to Central Lincolnshire.   

 

                                       
 
8 Examiner’s Note – The figures in the residual appraisal summaries in Appendix F of Document GEN101 are based 

on a net site area, and are therefore different to the TLVs in Table 6.3 
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32. However, different representors throughout the process, from the developer 

workshops to consultation on the DCS, have all expressed concerns that the 
TLV of £85,000 per gross acre is too low.  I am also mindful that the SUEs 
around Lincoln represent large areas of predominantly open land, allocated for 

residential-led mixed-use development in the CLLP, on the edge of the City 
where house prices and demand is strong.  Both SUEs have also been 

progressing through the planning system for a significant period of time and 
site promotion costs will have been incurred which need to be factored in.  
Although the Council controls part of the Western Growth Corridor and can 

borrow capital at more competitive rates, there are other landowners to 
consider.  It is also reasonable to assume that despite wanting to see 

development come forward, the Council would also wish to secure best value 
for the site.   

33. As a consequence, although £85,000 per gross acre is a reasonable minimum 
TLV, it is possible that this figure could be higher.  Furthermore, paragraph 
6.3.26 of the VS confirms that “It is important to appreciate that assumptions 

on threshold land values can only be broad approximations subject to a wide 
margin of uncertainty.”  In the absence of any transactional evidence relating 

to strategic sites it is therefore important to incorporate a suitably sized buffer 
in setting the CIL rates for the SUEs.   

Section 106 and Site Opening up Costs 

34. The VS includes an allowance for Section 106 costs of £2,000 per dwelling on 
non-strategic sites, and £4,300 per dwelling for the SUEs.  The generic site 

cost is based on an assessment of completed Section 106 agreements with an 
average of infrastructure contributions excluding the LEB and secondary/6th 
form education.   

35. It is possible that some sites may have contributed more in the past through 
Section 106 Agreements.  Others may have contributed less.  But no 

assessment on a comparable scale has been provided to indicate that the 
figure used for non-strategic sites in the VS is fundamentally wrong.  The 
Hearing Statement provided by Chestnut Homes indicates that assuming CIL is 

in place, the average Section 106 cost across 5 of their sites would be £2,177.  
This aspect of the VS is therefore broadly accurate.  

36. Section 106 costs associated with each of the SUEs are set out in the IDP.9  It 
lists items of infrastructure likely to be required which are not covered by CIL.   
For the NEQ the Section 106 costs are estimated to be around £6.9m in total, 

which includes a contribution of £900,000 towards the LEB already secured as 
part of Phase 1.10  The total anticipated Section 106 cost would therefore be 

£4,929 per dwelling, or £4,286 per dwelling without the LEB contribution (as 
the scheme would not be expected to contribute twice).  The figure of £4,300 
per dwelling used in the VS is therefore reasonable.  No site specific evidence 

has been submitted to indicate that a different value should have been used.   

37. For the Western Growth Corridor the table in Appendix 1C of the IDP has been 

presented slightly differently, and includes highways infrastructure as a 

                                       

 
9 Document GEN102 Appendix 1C 
10 Examiner’s Note:  Outline planning permission has been granted for Phase 1 with a contribution towards the 

LEB secured by a Section 106 Agreement.   
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Section 106 cost.  At roughly £17.8m (net) for 3,200 houses this alone 

exceeds the £4,300 per plot figure in the VS.  However, at the hearing the 
Council advised that the bulk of this cost relates to the construction of new 
bridge links to gain access to the site, and should more accurately be included 

as a site opening-up cost, rather than a Section 106 cost.   

38. Site opening-up costs have been attributed a separate value of £10,000 per 

plot in the VS.  This is based on consultation with site promoters and agents 
who suggested that a range of £6,000 - £10,000 per plot would be reasonable.  
A review of viability assessments associated with approved SUEs in the area 

endorsed this view.  Given the varying degree of works likely to be required 
across the SUEs in respect of utilities, drainage and highways connections, 

adopting the higher figure of £10,000 per plot is reasonable.   

39. Deducting the £17.8m highways costs from the table in the IDP, and treating 

it as a site opening-up, rather than Section 106 cost, leaves a total planning 
obligation contribution of £16.3m.  This excludes any costs associated with the 
Lincoln Park & Ride which is not a policy requirement in the CLLP, and results 

in an estimated Section 106 cost of £5,094 per plot as illustrated in the IDP.  
Although values could change as more details become known, the evidence 

provided in the IDP therefore points to a slightly higher cost per plot than has 
been accounted for in the VS.  This further emphasises the importance of 
incorporating a suitable viability buffer to account for any variations in the cost 

of providing items of non-CIL infrastructure such as primary school and 
healthcare provision.   

40. At the hearing session the Council advised that the £2.5m attributed to flood 
mitigation could also be considered as a site opening up cost.  However, this 
includes work such as raising land levels, upgrading drainage systems and 

improving management practices.  It is therefore necessary to mitigate the 
effects of flooding, rather than open the site up for development in the same 

way as a new bridge or road access.   

Developer Profit 

41. The VS refers to developer profit as a percentage of GDV for both market and 

affordable housing.  This represents common practice and was used by the 
majority of representors at the hearings for all three charging authorities.   

42. During the workshop in February 2015 participants discussed using 20% for 
market housing and 6% for affordable housing.  In contrast, the final VS 
adopts a figure of 17.5%.  This is based on the average figure that 

housebuilders have been prepared to accept in the region as cited at an RICS 
‘Case Study Analysis’ event.   

43. Although it relates to data from August 2013, no alternative sources of 
information have been provided to substantiate comments that a significantly 
higher percentage is more representative of market conditions.  Subject to 

incorporating a healthy buffer it is a reasonable figure to use in this instance.   

Planning Policy Costs 

44. The VS includes a breakdown of costs associated with each of the policies in 
the CLLP.  One exception is the requirement to meet the higher water 
consumption standard of 110 litres per occupier per day.  Nonetheless, at the 

hearing it was agreed that the figure of roughly £9 per dwelling in the 
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Council’s Statement broadly reflects the cost associated with meeting this 

standard.  In the context of the overall costs of constructing a new house this 
is highly unlikely to make schemes unviable.   

45. At the time the VS was prepared in April 2016 draft Policy LP11 of the CLLP 

required affordable housing to be provided on all qualifying housing sites of 4 
or more dwellings.  MMs advanced during the examination of the plan 

amended Policy LP11 which now requires affordable housing on sites of 11 or 
more units in accordance with the PPG11.  However, this will have the effect of 
making developments of between 5 and 10 dwellings more viable.  This is 

evidenced by the appraisals in the VS which tested a 0% affordable housing 
requirement on sites of 5 and 10 dwellings on greenfield sites. 

Other Costs 

46. Build costs are based on the Building Cost Information Service (BCIS) median 

figures.  Median costs have been used rather than a mean figure to discount 
any abnormalities.  Although the data is from February 2015, it was agreed at 
the hearing that increases in material costs are likely to have been offset by 

increases in sales value, as evidenced in the Council’s Matter 2 Statement.  
The data is therefore robust.   

47. Applied to the BCIS build costs is a contingency rate of 5% and allowance for 
external works equivalent to 10% on all residential development.  No evidence 
has been provided to suggest that this is not representative of development 

schemes in the area.  Similarly, I am satisfied that an 8% allowance on build 
costs for professional fees is reasonable in this instance, and that the BCIS 

figures clearly demonstrate that build costs for flats are higher than for houses 
(£1,061 compared to £898 per square metre).   

Non-Residential Development 

48. In addition to residential schemes the VS has also tested different types of 
commercial developments, including light industrial schemes, in and out-of-

centre comparison retail, convenience retail and student accommodation.  As 
with the residential scenarios, the VS has established the GDV and deducted 
development costs including developer profit.   

49. Based on the evidence provided the values and costs cited for non-residential 
schemes represent reasonable assumptions.  The range of scenarios used also 

adequately reflects the type of development likely to come forward in the area 
as set out in the CLLP.   

Conclusion on Economic Viability Evidence 

50. Viability testing is not a precise science and the VS has been informed by 
robust, appropriate and proportionate evidence wherever possible.  However, 

the accuracy of some assumptions in the VS are limited due to the amount of 
transparent, comparable data available, especially concerning the TLV for the 
SUEs and the Section 106 costs for the Western Growth Corridor.  Given that 

the SUEs are expected to contribute a significant amount of new housing in 
and around Lincoln, it is important that the buffer is large enough to allow for 

                                       
 
11 Paragraph: 031 Reference ID: 23b-031-20161116 
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any additional costs that may be incurred in bringing forward the sites for 

development.   

Charging Zones 

51. The CLLP identifies a range of residential development sites likely to come 

forward in Lincoln over the plan period.  This has been broken down in the VS 
to generic sites up to 300 dwellings and the SUEs.  It is largely uncontested 

that the SUEs have different viability considerations.  Although developers can 
benefit from economies of scale the infrastructure and site opening up costs 
are often significantly greater than smaller sites.  Due to their size SUEs also 

typically take longer to come forward before new houses can be built and sold.   

52. The differences between generic sites likely to come forward over the plan 

period and the SUEs therefore justify the identification of two charging zones 
for new residential development.  Zone 2 relates specifically to the SUEs 

whereas Zone 1 covers the rest of the City.   

53. However, the geographic illustration of the two zones in the DCS is unclear.  
In order to ensure that decision-makers, developers and local communities 

can clearly differentiate between the zones inset maps at a larger scale are 
required.  The maps produced by the Council for the hearing session should 

therefore accompany the charging schedule, subject to amending the drafting 
error regarding the boundary of the Western Growth Corridor.  (RM/1) 

Are the rates informed by, and consistent with, the evidence available? 

Residential Rates 

Zone 1 

54. Within the LSA the VS concludes that some non-strategic sites will only be 
able to viably contribute up to £34 per square metre.  It therefore 
recommends adopting a CIL rate of £25 per square metre to allow an 

appropriate ‘buffer’.  The buffer ensures that new residential development will 
be able to fund CIL should economic circumstances in the area change.  This is 

highly likely given the cyclical nature of the housing market.   

55. In contrast, the DCS proposes a rate of £30 per square metre.  Document 
CITY005 seeks to justify this approach.  It states that historic Section 106 

Agreements have contributed £4,000 - £6,000 per dwelling towards 
infrastructure and remained viable.  A scheme is also cited as providing 

£9,800 per dwelling with a 35% contribution towards affordable housing.  In 
addition, the Council’s hearing statement confirms that the proposed rates still 
fall under the recommended maximum amount, and would be less than 2% of 

GDV.   

56. However, adopting a rate of £30 per square metre would only provide a buffer 

of around 12%.  This leaves very little scope for changing economic 
circumstances.  It is also important to consider that assumptions regarding 
land prices in the VS were based on relatively limited data.  The appraisal 

therefore advised, with caution, that: 

“It is not appropriate to assume that because a development appears to be 

viable, that the land will change hands and the development proceed...There 
can be no definite viability cut off point owing to variation in site specific 
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circumstances, including the land ownership expectations.  To compensate 

for the risk of limited transactional evidence, it will be important to allow a 
buffer away from the theoretical maximum charge.” 

57. By seeking to adopt a CIL rate that only leaves a buffer of around 12% for 

non-strategic sites in Zone 1 the DCS is not informed by, or consistent with 
the evidence available.  Given the uncertainties regarding land values, and 

taking into account the need to allow for changing economic circumstances, 
the proposed DCS could put at risk the delivery of development in the area.  It 
is therefore recommended that a rate of £25 per square metre is adopted in 

Zone 1 as set out in the VS.  (RM/2) 

Zone 2 

58. A similar approach has been taken in Zone 2.  The VS recommends a rate of 
£20 per square metre, whereas the DCS proposes a rate of £25 per square 

metre.   

59. I appreciate that even at £25 per square metre the size of the buffer in Zone 2 
is significantly greater than for developments in Zone 1.  For example, the 

maximum viable CIL rate for new residential development at the NEQ and 
Western Growth Corridor SUEs is £59 per square metre.  Adopting the 

Council’s proposed rate therefore includes a healthy buffer of around 58%.   

60. However, for the reasons set out above there remains some uncertainty 
regarding the accuracy of the TLV used to calculate the viability of the SUEs.  

Paragraph 6.3.26 of the VS confirms that “This uncertainty has been factored 
into the assessment when drawing conclusions and recommendations.”  In the 

absence of any robust information having been provided to reduce this margin 
of uncertainty, adopting a higher rate therefore goes above and beyond the 
scope of the available evidence.   

61. Furthermore, interrogation of the IDP demonstrates that even when 
accounting for highway works as site opening up costs at the Western Growth 

Corridor, the amount payable for infrastructure under Section 106 could 
exceed the £4,300 per dwelling used in the VS.  Work surrounding essential 
flood mitigation is also ongoing, and bringing forward later phases at the NEQ 

involves redevelopment of a former quarry.  Although the site promoters and 
developers informed the local plan examination that the sites are viable 

developable, specific costs are likely to become clearer as the projects move 
forward, and could rise.   

62. When taking these factors into account, and considering the importance of the 

SUEs to the delivery of the plan as a whole, it is critical that their viability is 
not undermined by CIL.  I therefore recommend that a rate of £20 per square 

metre is applied in Zone 2 as set out in the VS.  Adopting this rate will ensure 
that the schedule is consistent with the available evidence.  (RM/3) 

63. In reaching this conclusion I note that house prices have increased throughout 

the City of Lincoln by approximately 10.2% since 201512.  Nevertheless, the 
same evidence confirms that build costs have also risen by roughly 7.8%.  

This does not justify departing from the available evidence.  Similarly, no 
robust analysis has been provided to substantiate comments that higher sales 

                                       
 
12 City of Lincoln Council Matter 2 Hearing Statement 
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values in the LSA would allow developers to pay more for the SUEs and ensure 

that projects remained viable.   

64. A further change is also required to the DCS.  As submitted it refers to Zone 2 
as “developments of 1000 [units] or more and specified urban extensions as 

labelled on the plan”.  However, the accompanying maps only relate to the 
Western Growth Corridor and NEQ SUEs.  For clarity the charging schedule 

should therefore simply refer to Zone 2 – ‘Sustainable Urban Extensions’ 
(RM/4).  No other sites of over 1,000 units are allocated in the City of Lincoln 
through the CLLP and no windfall proposals of such a scale have been 

identified.  Thus, although the option of an additional column for ‘other’ sites 
over 1,000 units was discussed at the hearing, this is unnecessary.  It is also 

unnecessary to rename Zone 1 as the ‘administrative boundary’.  The LSA is 
defined in the CLLP and has been used consistently by the three Councils.   

Apartments 

65. The VS demonstrates that apartments and flats are unable to support CIL 
even at 0% affordable housing.  This is partly down to the higher build costs, 

with apartments containing communal areas and circulation spaces which 
contribute towards construction costs but are not translated into sales 

revenue.  A block of apartments also need to be substantially completed 
before sales can begin, unlike a phased scheme of houses.  A rate of £0 per 
square metre is therefore justified across both zones.   

66. The DCS also refers to apartments as “NA”.  For clarity this should be changed 
to £0 per square metres.  The term “applicable to whole District” in the first 

table is also misleading as there are different Zones.  Both should be 
amended.  (RM/5) 

Retail Rates 

67. Student accommodation, comparison retail, office and light industrial 
developments have all been demonstrated as unable to contribute towards CIL 

and remain viable.  A nil rate is therefore justified across both zones.  

68. However, the VS has tested different sized convenience retail stores and 
concludes that the least viable development (a larger format store) would be 

able to support a charge of up to £73 per square metre.  The proposed rate of 
£40 per square metre is therefore informed by, and consistent with the 

evidence available.  It also provides a generous buffer of approximately 45% 
to account for changing economic circumstances affecting retail development.   

Would the charging rates put at risk the delivery of development? 

69. The SUEs in Zone 2 form an important part of the CLLPs housing strategy and 
safeguarding their viability is critical to ensure that housing needs are met 

locally.  Adopting a CIL rate which exceeds the evidence provided, without 
sufficient justification, risks undermining the delivery of these strategic sites.  
Similarly, the rate proposed in the DCS for the remainder of the City in Zone 1 

leaves very little room for manoeuvre, and should economic circumstances 
change, it would put at risk the delivery of development in the area.   

70. It is therefore recommend that the rates in the charging schedule are reduced 
by £5 per square metre in each zone to reflect the recommendations of the 
VS.  Subject to adopting the rates set out in the VS the available evidence 
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demonstrates that CIL would not prejudice the delivery of new residential and 

convenience retail development.  It would strike an appropriate balance 
between the desirability of funding necessary infrastructure and the potential 
impact on the viability of development in the area as required by national 

guidance13.   

71. In reaching this view it is appreciated that CLLP Policy LP11 allows the 

percentage of affordable housing to be negotiated if viability testing 
demonstrates that relevant targets cannot be met in full.  But this is intended 
to offer flexibility in specific circumstances on a site-by-site basis.  It is not 

appropriate to set a CIL levy rate that would rely on applicants having to 
negotiate other planning policy requirements such as affordable housing.  This 

would place an unreasonable and disproportionate burden on applicants and 
local planning authorities.  It would also be contrary to paragraph 174 of the 

National Planning Policy Framework which states that the cumulative impact of 
standards and policies should not put at risk implementation of the plan.   

Other Matters 

72. It has been suggested that other types of residential development such as 
service family accommodation and houses for agricultural and forestry workers 

should be subject to a lower rate.  However, the PPG advises that charging 
authorities should set a rate which does not threaten the ability to develop 
viably the sites and scale of development identified in the relevant Plan.  No 

specific proposals for service personnel have been included in the CLLP.  In the 
event that dwellings for agricultural workers come forward and are liable for 

CIL, I have seen no evidence that this is likely to be on a scale that would 
undermine the delivery of development identified in the plan.   

73. Representations also state that there are other infrastructure needs that the 

Council should fund through CIL.  But this is not a matter for me.  Instead, I 
am required to consider whether or not, in general terms, the projects in the 

Regulation 123 would assist the delivery of the CLLP.  As identified above, the 
LEB and secondary/6th form education will assist with the delivery of the plan, 
and there is clearly a need for additional funding for both projects through CIL. 

Overall Conclusion 

74. Subject to modifications the City of Lincoln Council Community Infrastructure 

Levy Charging Schedule will satisfy the requirements of Section 212 of the 
2008 Act and will meet the criteria for viability in the 2010 Regulations (as 
amended).   

75. I therefore conclude that the Charging Schedule be approved based on the 
modifications set out in Appendix 1.   

Matthew BirkinshawMatthew BirkinshawMatthew BirkinshawMatthew Birkinshaw        

EXAMINER    
  

                                       
 
13 Paragraph: 008 Reference ID: 25-008-20140612 
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APPENDIX 1 – RECOMMENDED MODIFICATIONS 

Reference Modification 

RM/1 Add inset maps at a larger scale showing the location of the 

sustainable urban extensions  

RM/2 Amend the rate for Zone 1 to £25 per m2 

RM/3 Amend the rate for Zone 2 to £20 per m2 

RM/4  Amend description of Zone 2 to read “Developments at Western 

Growth Corridor and North East Quadrant sustainable urban 
extensions” 

RM/5 Add column for apartments and delete “Applicable to whole district” 
from the header 

 

The effect of these recommendations would be to create a charging schedule that 

reads as follows: 

 
 
CITY OF LINCOLN COUNCIL  
CIL CHARGING SCHEDULE  
RESIDENTIAL CHARGING RATES 
 
(Charge Per Square Metre) 
 

 

 
Dwellings excluding 

apartments 
Apartments 

Zone 1 Lincoln Strategy Area £25 £0 

Zone 2 

Developments at Western Growth 
Corridor and North East Quadrant  
sustainable urban extensions as 

labelled on the plan 
 

£20 £0 

 
CITY OF LINCOLN COUNCIL  
CIL CHARGING SCHEDULE  
COMMERCIAL CHARGING RATES 
(APPLICABLE TO WHOLE DISTRICT) 

 

Convenience Retail £40 

All other uses* £0 

 

*'All other uses' and the £0 rate include comparison retail and retail warehousing. 
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CITY OF LINCOLN DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 
Community Infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule  

 
 
 

 
 

  

Name of Charging 

Authority  

City of Lincoln Council 

Rates (£m) at which CIL is 

to be chargeable  

CIL will be charged in Pounds Sterling (£) per square metre at 

differential rates according to the type of development and by 

location as set out in the Commercial and Residential Tables of this 

Schedule.  

Charging Zones  
The Charging Zones to which CIL will be applied are those as 

identified on the tables and maps as set out within this Schedule.  

How the Chargeable 

amount will be Calculated  

The charging authority will calculate the amount of CIL chargeable 

to a qualifying development utilising the formula set out in Part 5 of 

the CIL Regulations. In summary (and subject to any changes that 

have occurred or may occur as a result of future amendments to the 

Regulations) the amount of CIL chargeable will be calculated as 

follows: CIL Rate x Chargeable Floor Area x BCIS Tender Price 

Index (at Date of Planning Permission) / BCIS Tender Price Index 

(at Date of Charging Schedule)  

 The Chargeable Floor Area makes allowance for previous 

development on the site. The net chargeable floor area amounts to 

the gross internal area of the chargeable development less the 

gross internal area of any existing building s that qualify for 

exemption on the site.  

This summary does not take account of every aspect of the 

Regulations.  

Further Information 

Further information, for example, on exemptions from paying the 

CIL will be available on the district council webpages in due course.  

In many cases, this will be via links to national guidance.  
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CITY OF LINCOLN COUNCIL  CIL Charging RATES (£ per Sqm)  

  

CITY OF LINCOLN COUNCIL  
CIL CHARGING SCHEDULE  
RESIDENTIAL CHARGING RATES 
 

 

 

Dwellings 
excluding 

apartments  
Apartments 

Zone 1 

Lincoln Strategy Area  £25 £0 

Zone 2 Developments at Western Growth 
Corridor and North East Quadrant  
sustainable urban extensions  

£20 £0 

 

 

CITY OF LINCOLN COUNCIL  
CIL CHARGING SCHEDULE  
COMMERCIAL CHARGING RATES 
(APPLICABLE TO WHOLE DISTRICT)  
 

Convenience retail  

£40  

All other uses* 

£0 

 

*All other uses’ and the £0 rate include comparison retail and retail warehousing. 
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City of Lincoln Council community infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule 
 

Zone 2 Inset Map A Western Growth corridor 
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City of Lincoln Council community infrastructure Levy Charging Schedule 
 

Zone 2 Inset Map B North East Quadrant  
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CITY OF LINCOLN COUNCIL 
 

Community Infrastructure Levy 
 

CIL Infrastructure List “Regulation 123 List”  
 
 
 
It is intended that the Council will spend and distribute CIL revenue on the following items: 
 

Lincoln Eastern Bypass 

 

Secondary Education and School-based post-16 Education  
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City of Lincoln Council 

COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY 

PAYING CIL IN THE FORM OF LAND 

In certain circumstances the City of Lincoln District Council may support the payment of 

some or all of a CIL requirement in the form of land. This will depend upon six conditions: 

1. The CIL liability is greater than required under the relevant regulations (currently 
£50,000); 
 

2. City of Lincoln District Council must agree to the transfer and has the right to 
withhold such agreement; 

 
3. Either: 
 

 
a) City of Lincoln District Council must have the intention of using the land to 

help provide infrastructure to support the development of its area; or, 
 

b) City of Lincoln District Council must be satisfied that any third party that will 
receive a land transfer will use land for a specific purpose that will help provide 
infrastructure to support the development of its area. 

 

4. The person transferring the land to City of Lincoln District Council as payment 
must have assumed liability to pay CIL beforehand; 

 
5. The land to be transferred must have been valued by a suitably qualified and 

experienced independent person to be agreed with City of Lincoln District 
Council. The valuation must represent the fair market price for the land on the 
day it is valued; 

 

6. Development on the site must not have commenced before a written agreement 
with City of Lincoln District Council to pay some or the entire CIL amount in 
land has been made. This agreement must state the value of the land being 
transferred. 

 
City of Lincoln District Council will accept a land transfer at its discretion.  The authority 

will consider agreements within the context of relevant development plan documents, 

supplementary planning documents and corporate strategies.   

Prior to commencement of development on the site in question, a CIL liable party should 

discuss possible land transfer with City of Lincoln District Council.  

It should be noted that the agreement to pay in land may not form part of a planning 

obligation entered into under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.  

The land transfer agreement may allow the transfer of land in instalments, subject to the 

payment proportions and due dates set out in the relevant demand notice. 

Any outstanding CIL amount (after a transfer of land) should be paid in line with the payment 

due dates contained in the relevant demand notice.  
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CITY OF LINCOLN COUNCIL  

COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY 

INSTALMENTS POLICY 

 

Regulation 70 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010 sets a default of full 

payment of the levy within 60 days of the commencement of development. The 

Regulations also enable a charging authority to set an Instalment Policy that allows 

payments to be spread over longer periods. The City of Lincoln Council consider it 

reasonable that payment instalments are scheduled in proportion to the scale of CIL 

liability for proposed developments. 

In accordance with regulation 69b of the CIL Amendment Regulations, CITY OF LINCOLN 

DISTRICT COUNCIL will apply the following Instalment Policy to all development on which 

CIL is liable.  

The Instalments Policy will come into effect on [INSERT DATE], from which time the 

Community Infrastructure Levy will be payable by instalments as follows: 

Where the chargeable amount is less than £50,000 

• Full payment will be required within 60 days of the commencement date or further 
period as set out by Regulation 70. 
 

Where the chargeable amount is £50,000 - £300,000 

• First instalment representing 25% of the chargeable amount will be required within 
60 days of the commencement date; and 
 

• The second instalment representing 75% of the chargeable amount will be required 
within 365 days of the commencement date. 

 

Where the chargeable amount is above £300,000   

• First instalment representing 25% of the chargeable amount will be required within 
60 days of the commencement date; 
 

• Second instalment representing 25% of the chargeable amount will be required within 
365 days of the commencement date; 
 
 

• Third instalment representing 25% of the chargeable amount will be required within 
730 days of the commencement date; and 
 

• The fourth and final instalment representing 25% of the chargeable amount will be 
required within 1095 days of the commencement date. 
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PLANNING COMMITTEE   11 OCTOBER 2017  

 
 
SUBJECT: 
 

 
WORK TO TREES IN CITY COUNCIL OWNERSHIP 

DIRECTORATE: 
 

COMMUNITIES AND ENVIRONMENT 

LEAD OFFICER STEVE BIRD – ASSISTANT DIRECTOR (COMMUNITIES & 
STREET SCENE) 
 

 
 
1. Purpose of Report 

 
1.1 To advise Members of the reasons for proposed works to trees in City Council 

ownership, and to seek consent to progress the works identified. 
 

1.2 This list does not represent all the work undertaken to Council trees. It is all the 
instances where a tree is either identified for removal, or where a tree enjoys 
some element of protection under planning legislation, and thus formal consent 
is required. 
 

2. Background 
 

2.1 In accordance with the accepted policy, Committee’s views are sought in respect 
of proposed works to trees in City Council ownership, see Appendix A. 
 

2.2 The responsibility for the management of any given tree is determined by the 
ownership responsibilities of the land on which it stands. Trees within this 
schedule are therefore on land owned by the Council, with management 
responsibilities distributed according to the purpose of the land. 
 

3. Tree Assessment 
 

3.1 All tree cases are brought to this committee only after careful consideration and 
assessment by the Council’s Arboricultural Officer (together with independent 
advice where considered appropriate). 
 

3.2 All relevant Ward Councillors are notified of the proposed works for their 
respective wards prior to the submission of this report.                                  

3.3 Although the Council strives to replace any tree that has to be removed, in some 
instances it is not possible or desirable to replant a tree in either the exact 
location or of the same species. In these cases a replacement of an appropriate 
species is scheduled to be planted in an appropriate location within the vicinity. 
Tree planting is normally scheduled for the winter months following the removal. 
 

4. Resource Implications 

4.1 i) Finance 
The costs of any tree works arising from this report will be borne by the existing 
budgets. There are no other financial implications, capital or revenue.  
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4.2 ii) Staffing   N/A 
  

4.3 iii) Property/Land/ Accommodation Implications      N/A 
 

4.4 iv) Procurement 
      
All works arising from this report are undertaken by the Council’s grounds 
maintenance contractor. The contractor was appointed after an extensive 
competitive tendering exercise, ensuring that staff are all suitably trained, 
qualified, and experienced. The contract for this work was let in April 2006. 
 

5. Policy Implications 
 

5.1 (i) Strategic Priority                       N/A 
 

5.2 (ii) S.17 Crime and Disorder         N/A 
 

5.3 (iii) Equality and Diversity             N/A 
 

5.4 (iv) Environmental Sustainability   
  
The Council acknowledges the importance of trees and tree planting to the 
environment and its biodiversity objectives. Replacement trees are routinely 
scheduled wherever a tree has to be removed, in-line with Council policy.  
 

5.5 (v) Community Engagement/Communication   N/A 
 

6. Consultation and Communication     
  

6.1 All ward Councillors are informed of proposed works on this schedule, which are 
within their respective ward boundaries. 
 

6.2 The relevant portfolio holders are advised in advance in all instances where, in 
the judgement of officers, the matters arising within the report are likely to be 
sensitive or contentious. 
 

7. Legal Implications 
 

7.1 (i) Legal 
The City Council has a legal obligation to ensure that trees in Council                
ownership are maintained in a safe condition. Trees may be protected by the law 
in certain instances. Situations where this applies are normally in relation to 
planning legislation covering Conservation Areas, and Tree Preservation Orders. 
Where there is legal protection for a tree or trees, this is identified clearly in the 
appendices. 
 

7.2 (ii) Contractual     
 

See 4.4 above. 
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8. Assessment of Options 
 

8.1 (i) Key Issues      
 
The work identified on the attached schedule represents the Arboricultural 
Officers advice to the Council relevant to the specific situation identified. This is 
a balance of assessment pertaining to the health of the tree, its environment, 
and any legal or health and safety concerns. In all instances the protection of 
the public is taken as paramount. Deviation from the recommendations for any 
particular situation may carry ramifications. These can be outlined by the 
Arboricultural Officer pertinent to any specific case.  
 

8.2 (ii)  Risk Assessment  
 
Where appropriate, the recommended actions within the schedule have been 
subject to a formal risk assessment. Failure to act on the recommendations of 
the Arboricultural Officer could leave the Council open to allegations that it has 
not acted responsibly in the discharge of its legal responsibilities. 
 

9. Recommendation 
 

9.1 That the works set out in the attached schedules be approved. 
 

Access to Information: 
Does the report contain 
exempt information, which 
would prejudice the public 
interest requirement if it 
was publicised? 
 

 
No 

Key Decision No 
 

Key Decision Reference 
No. 
 

                                           N/A 

Do the Exempt 
Information Categories 
Apply 
 

No 

Call In and Urgency: I s 
the decision one to which 
Rule 15 of the Scrutiny 
Procedure Rules apply? 
 

 
No 

List of Background 
Papers: 
 

                                Section file        Te 623 

Lead Officer:  Mr S. Bird,  
Assistant Director (Communities & Street Scene) 
Telephone 873421 
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NOTIFICATION OF INTENDED WORK TO TREES AND HEDGES 

RELEVANT TO THEIR CITY COUNCIL OWNERSHIP STATUS. 
SCHEDULE No 9 / SCHEDULE DATE: 13/09/17 

 
 

Item 
No 

Status 
e.g. 
CAC 

Specific 
Location  

Tree Species 
and description 
/ reasons for 
work / Ward. 
 

Recommendation 

1 N/A South Common 
including adjacent 
section of Viking 
Way footpath. 

Park Ward 
 
Pruning and selective 
thinning of trees 
adjacent to Viking way 
to allow clear access. 
 
Selective thinning of 
woodland 
compartments 
adjacent to Viking 
Way to remove dead 
and suppressed trees. 
 
Selective removal of 
scrub and self-set 
trees to retain vistas of 
the city from Viking 
Way. 
 
Selective removal of 
invasive scrub in 
‘Compartment H’ (the 
southern tip of the 
South Common) to 
retain ground flora. 
 
Thinning to ‘scallop’ 
woodland edge at 
southern entrance to 
Viking Way to 
increase diversity of 
flora.  
 

Approve. 
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PLANNING COMMITTEE  11 OCTOBER 2017 
 

 
SUBJECT: 
 

 
CONFIRMATION OF TREE PRESERVATION ORDER 153 

DIRECTORATE: 
 

COMMUNITIES AND ENVIRONMENT 

REPORT AUTHOR: 
 

KIERON MANNING, PLANNING MANAGER 

 
 

1. Purpose of Report 
 

1.1 To have confirmed one (temporary) Tree Preservation Order made by the 
Planning Manager under delegated powers. The Order currently provides 6 
months of temporary protection for the trees, but is required to be confirmed by the 
Planning Committee to provide long term future protection. 
 

2. Executive Summary     
 

2.1 A Tree Preservation Order gives statutory protection to trees that contribute to the 
amenity, natural heritage or attractiveness and character of a locality.  
 

2.2 The making of any Tree Preservation Order is likely to result in further demands 
on staff time to deal with any applications submitted for consent to carry out tree 
work and to provide advice and assistance to owners and others regarding 
protected trees. This is, however, contained within existing staffing resources.  
 

2.3 The making of Tree Preservation Orders reduces the risk of losing important trees, 
groups of trees and woodlands. It further allows the Council to protect trees that 
contribute to local environment quality.  
 

2.4 The process of applying for work to protected trees allows for elected members, 
and members of the public to have an opportunity to comment on work to 
protected trees.  
 

3. Background 
 

3.1 
 

Tree Preservation Order 153 was made on 24 April 2017 protecting a group of 
trees comprising 3 Yews and 5 Hollies at the Eastgate Club, Langworthgate, 
Lincoln. 
  

3.2 
 

The trees are considered to contribute to the visual amenity of the area and the 
unauthorised removal of the trees would be considered to be detrimental to visual 
amenity.  
 

3.3 
 

The initial 6 months of protection would end for the Tree Preservation Order on 24 
October 2017. 
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4. Main Body of Report 

 
4.1 Tree Preservation Order 153, Group of Trees Comprising 3 Yews and 5 

Hollies, Eastgate Club, Langworthgate Lincoln.  
 
The reason for making a Tree Preservation Order on this site is as a result of an 
application for works to three of the protected trees being made at the site.  
 
The Arboricultural Officer identified the trees during the application process to be 
reasonably healthy and stable, having amenity value and providing a positive 
contribution to the amenity of the street scene and locality. 
 
The Arboricultural Officer advised that Yew T1 is a mature specimen, one of a 
group of 8 trees comprising of 3 Yews and 5 Hollies located at the southern edge 
of the present car parking area and adjacent to the boundary along the public 
highway of Langworthgate. The tree has a crown break at approximately 2 metres 
above ground level.  The crown development on the west facing side has been 
slightly suppressed by the presence of Holly T2. The tree is visible from the 
highway and is considered to be of high amenity value. 
 
The Holly (T2) is a mature specimen with a crown break at approximately 2.3 
metres above ground level.  The tree is visible from the highway of Langworthgate 
and is of moderate amenity value. 
 
The Holly T3 is a mature specimen with a bifurcation of the main stem at 
approximately 1 metre above ground level. The tree is visible from the highway of 
Langworthgate providing a positive contribution to the amenity of the street scene 
and locality. 
 
In addition to the 3 trees included in the application for works to trees it is 
recommended that consideration is given to protecting the remaining trees within 
this group under the same TPO.  
 
Following the statutory 28 day consultation period comments have been received 
to the order from Mr Shaw, the neighbouring property at 19 Langworthgate. A copy 
of the comments received, and the response to these comments from the City 
Arboriculturist is attached to this report.   
 
No other objections or comments have been received. 
 
Confirmation of the Tree Preservation Order here would ensure that the tree could 
not be removed or worked on without the express permission of the Council.  

  
5. Organisational Impacts  

 
5.1 Legal Implications – Anyone who wishes to carry out works to the trees will require 

consent from the City Council first. 
 

6. Recommendation  
 

6.1 It is recommended Members confirm the Tree Preservation Orders without 
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modifications, and that the Officer carries out the requisite procedures for 
confirmation. 

  
How many appendices does 
the report contain? 
 
 

None 

List of Background Papers: 
 

None 
 

Lead Officer: Kieron Manning, Planning Manager 
Telephone (01522) 873551 
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Tree Preservation Order 153, Group of Trees Comprising 3 Yews and 5 Hollies, 
Eastgate Club, Langworthgate Lincoln 
 
Map showing location of tree 
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Application 
Number: 

2017/0867/FUL 

Site Address: (Previous Car Park), Land Bounded By Welbeck Street, Cannon 
Street And Lytton Street, Lincoln 

Target Date: 4th October 2017 

Agent Name: Lindum Group 

Applicant Name: Mrs Jessica Thomas 

Proposal: Erection of 7 two-storey dwellings and associated parking. 

 
Background - Site Location and Description 
 
The application is for the erection of seven, two storey dwellings with associated parking 
on land bounded by Welbeck Street, Cannon Street and Lytton Street. A terrace of five, 
two bedroom dwellings would front the western boundary of the site to Lytton Street with a 
pair of three bedroom semi-detached dwellings fronting Cannon Street to the north. Each 
property would benefit from two parking spaces located either directly adjacent to the 
properties or within a rear car park, which is accessed from Welbeck Street.  
 
There site is fenced on all side and is currently vacant with the exception of a storage 
container. It has most recently been used as a car park and prior to this for garages. The 
wider area is characterised by two storey, traditional properties to the east on Bentinck 
Square with the more recent two and three storey development of Brett House and no.s 
1-11 Lytton Street to the south. To the west, across Lytton Street are single storey 
dwellings as well as the residential tower block of Shuttleworth House. To the north are 
three storey, flat roof flats. Further to the south is the River Witham. The site is located 
within Flood Zone 3. 
 
The site is owned by the City Council and therefore is being presented to Members of the 
Planning Committee for consideration and determination.   
 
Site History 
 

Reference: Description Status Decision Date:  

99/527/RG3 Development of a multi 
ball court play area. 
(Proposal by Lincoln 
City Council under 
Regulation 3 of the 
Town and Country 
Planning (General 
Regulations) 1992). 
 

Deemed with 
Conditions 

29.11.1999 

2009/0186/F Erection of a two storey 
hostel building providing 
21 temporary bed 
spaces and including 
ancillary care and 
learning facilities. 
 

Granted 
Conditionally 

1st July 2009  
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Case Officer Site Visit 
 
Undertaken on 26th September 2017 
 
Policies Referred to 
 

 Policy LP1 A Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development 

 Policy LP2 The Spatial Strategy and Settlement Hierarchy 

 Policy LP3 Level and Distribution of Growth 

 Policy LP13 Accessibility and Transport 

 Policy LP14 Managing Water Resources and Flood Risk 

 Policy LP16 Development on Land Affected by Contamination 

 Policy LP26 Design and Amenity 

 National Planning Policy Framework  
 
Issues 
 

 Principle of Use 

 Visual Amenity 

 Residential Amenity 

 Access and Highways 

 Flood Risk and Drainage 

 Contaminated Land 
 
Consultations 
 
Consultations were carried out in accordance with the Statement of Community 
Involvement, adopted May 2014.  
 
Statutory Consultation Responses 
 

Consultee Comment  

 
Lincolnshire Police 

 
Comments Received 
 

 
Dave Charysz 

 
No Response Received 
 

 
Highways & Planning 

 
Comments Received 
 

 
Shane Harrison 

 
Comments Received 
 

 
Lee George 

 
No Response Received 
 

 
Monks Road Neighbourhood 
Initiative 

 
No Response Received 
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Consultee Comment  

 
Lincolnshire Police 

 
Comments Received 
 

 
Dave Charysz 

 
No Response Received 
 

 
Highways & Planning 

 
Comments Received 
 

 
Shane Harrison 

 
Comments Received 
 

 
Lee George 

 
No Response Received 
 

 
Monks Road Neighbourhood 
Initiative 

 
No Response Received 
 

Environment Agency Comments Received 
 

 
Witham Third Internal 
Drainage Board 
 

 
Comments Received 
 

 
Public Consultation Responses 
 
None. 
 
Consideration 
 
Principle of Use 
 
Central Lincolnshire Local Plan (CLLP) Policy LP2 advises that the Lincoln Urban Area will 
be the principal focus for development in Central Lincolnshire, including housing. Officers 
are therefore satisfied that the principle of the residential use in this location is acceptable, 
particularly considering that the site is within a predominantly residential area. 
 
Supporting the application would also be in accordance with CLLP Policy LP1 which states 
that there should be a presumption in favour of sustainable development and planning 
applications that accord with the policies in the Local Plan will be approved without delay. 
This presumption in favour of sustainable development reflects the key aim of the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).  
 
Visual Amenity 
 
It is considered that the site is of a sufficient size to comfortably accommodate the 
proposed dwellings along with the associated garden land and parking. The development 
represents a good use of land and has a traditional arrangement of dwellings with gardens 
to the rear, which can be at adjacent properties. The mix of a terrace and semis is also 
considered to be appropriate as the character of the area is varied- including two storey 
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terraces; single storey terraces; three storey, flat roof flats; 2/3 storey modern flats and 
also the high rise Shuttleworth House. The development would provide a terrace frontage 
to Lytton Street and two semis fronting Cannon Street. This strong street presence is of 
benefit to the character of the area with all properties having front doors and a stepped 
access. The difference in land level is to address flood risk requirements but it is not 
considered that this difference in height would appear out of character in this context. 
Officers are therefore satisfied that the proposal would relate well to the site and 
surroundings, in relation to siting, height, scale, massing, form and plot widths.  
 
It is also considered that the design of the proposal is acceptable. The elevations are 
simple combining traditional proportions and modern materials and features, such as 
recessed grey UPVC windows and canopies above the front doors. The front elevations 
include slightly recessed sections and the combination of red and blue bricks, which serve 
to break up and add interest to the elevations. Samples of the materials will be required by 
condition but there is no objection in principle in this respect. It is therefore considered that 
the development would reflect the original architectural style of the local surroundings. 
 
Details of the boundary treatments, retaining walls and landscaping have been provided. 
The front boundaries will remain open with areas of low level landscaping and turf. The 
side and rear boundaries, as illustrated on the elevations, are marked by a combination of 
low level brick retaining walls, brick piers with fencing panels and trellis, and fencing. It is 
considered that both the landscaping and boundary treatments are acceptable and reflect 
and improve on the overall character of the development and its surroundings. 
 
The proposal would therefore be in accordance with CLLP Policy LP26 and also 
paragraph 131 of the NPPF, which requires that developments should make a positive 
contribution to local character and distinctiveness.  
 
Residential Amenity 
 
The side elevation of the semi-detached property on plot G would sit adjacent to the east 
boundary with Welbeck Street, with the side elevation of no. 12 Bentinck Square located 
approximately 14m opposite. Officers are satisfied that the separation between the two 
properties is acceptable and would not result in the development appearing unduly 
overbearing or resulting in an unacceptable degree of loss of light. There would also be no 
issues of overlooking as the facing elevation of the proposed dwelling would only 
incorporate a hall and WC window at ground floor with a landing window above. 
 
To the south is Brett House and no. 11 Lytton Street, and the closest relationship to the 
proposed development would be 17m and 24m respectively. Given the separation and 
orientation of the proposed dwellings officers are satisfied that the proposal would not 
result in an unacceptable impact either through loss of light, overlooking or the creation of 
an overbearing structure.  
 
The main frontage of the development to Lytton Street would be opposite the side 
elevation of no. 2 Cannon Street, which has a blank single storey elevation adjacent to the 
road. The rear garden of this property is set within a rear recess, and this therefore would 
not be impacted upon by the development. 
 
To north is a garage court and it is not considered that there would be an impact on the 
properties beyond this or any others within the wider area.  
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It is therefore considered that the amenities which neighbouring occupants may 
reasonably expect to enjoy would not be unduly harmed by or as a result of the 
development. It is also considered that the level of amenity for future occupants of the 
development would be acceptable, benefitting from rear gardens and parking. The 
proposal would therefore be in accordance with the requirements of CLLP Policy LP26.   
 
Access and Highways 
 
The site has good access to the town centre, local facilities and also public transport. It is 
therefore in a location where travel can be minimised and the use of sustainable transport 
modes maximised, in accordance with CLLP Policy LP13. 
 
The development will provide two parking spaces per dwelling- the semi-detached 
properties and the two end units of the terrace will have spaces adjacent to the side 
elevation with the remainder provided within a rear car park with access taken from 
Welbeck Street.  
 
The Lincolnshire County Council as Local Highway Authority has raised no objections to 
the application subject to a condition requiring the access onto Cannon Street being 
permanently closed in accordance with a scheme to be agreed. No issue has therefore 
been raised to access, parking provision or parking arrangement and it is therefore 
concluded that the development would not impact unacceptably on the local highway 
network, in accordance with CLLP Policy LP5.  
   
Flood Risk and Drainage 
 
The site is located within Flood Zone 3 and a Flood Risk Assessment has accordingly 
been submitted with the application, which has been considered by the Environment 
Agency (EA). The EA has raised no objections to the application subject to conditions 
requiring the development to proceed in accordance with the submitted Flood Risk 
Assessment (FRA) and that any unexpected contamination relating to water pollution be 
reported.  
 
There has been a query from the Witham Third Internal Drainage Board District regarding 
the means of surface water drainage. The agent has confirmed that this is to be to the 
Anglian Water mains system as soakaways are not feasible on the site. The Lincolnshire 
County Council in their capacity as Lead Local Flood Authority has raised no objections in 
respect of drainage.  
 
The proposal would therefore meet the requirements of the NPPF and CLLP Policy LP14, 
which states that there should not be an increased risk of flooding to the development site 
or to existing properties. 
 
Contaminated Land 
 
CLLP Policy LP16 advises that development proposals must take into account the 
potential environmental impacts from any former use of the site. The City Council’s 
Scientific Officer has advised that the site is next to a former oil depot, to the south, which 
had significant contamination and required significant remediation when developed. To 
address this matter the application is accompanied by a Geo-Environmental report which 
is currently being considered by the Scientific Officer and her comments will be reported to 
Members on the update sheet. The Officer has advised, however, that while this matter is 
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ongoing it can be appropriately dealt with by conditions as necessary. 
 
Other Matters 
 
Air Quality and Sustainable Transport 
 
The City Council’s Pollution Control Officer has advised that, whilst it is acknowledged that 
the proposed development, when considered in isolation, may not have a significant 
impact on air quality, the numerous minor and medium scale developments within the city 
will have a significant cumulative impact if reasonable mitigation measures are not 
adopted.  
 
The NPPF seeks to promote and enable sustainable transport choices and, in doing so, 
aims to protect and enhance air quality. Paragraph 35 of the NPPF states 
“…developments should be located and designed where practical to incorporate facilities 
for charging plug-in and other ultra-low emission vehicles”. CLLP Policy LP13 also 
requires that development proposals should “ensure allowance is made for low and 
ultra-low emission vehicle refuelling infrastructure”. 
 
The proposed development will include off street parking and it was therefore 
recommended that the applicant be required to incorporate appropriate electric vehicle 
recharge points into the development in line with the recommendations of paragraph 35 of 
the NPPF and CLLP Policy LP13.    
 
Officers have discussed this with the agent who is happy to provide charging points. An 
amended site plan shows two charging stations, one to plot F and another to plot G. A 
condition requiring these to be installed prior to the occupation of the dwelling will be 
attached to any grant of permission.  
 
Archaeology 
 
Due to the location of the site the City Council’s Archaeologist has requested a desk based 
assessment. The agent is in the process of instructing a specialist to undertake this work 
and the findings will then inform whether a condition requiring further works is necessary.   
 
Bin Storage 
 
The agent has been in discussions with the City Council’s Community Contracts (CC) 
Officer during the process of the application regarding the arrangements for bin storage 
and collection. At the request of the CC Officer a revised site layout has been submitted 
which identifies areas for bin storage to the rear of each property as well as an open area 
adjacent to the car park which can be used as a bin collections point.   
 
Deign and Crime 
 
Comments have been made by the Lincolnshire Police, they have raised no objections but 
have suggested recommended measures. This correspondence will be forwarded to the 
agent for their information.   
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Lincoln Townscape Assessment 
 
The northern boundary of the Character Area is formed by Croft Street, Winn Street and 
the northern boundary of 2 Bentinck Street, while Stamp End and the railway line mark the 
southern boundary. To the west the boundary is formed by the rear plot boundaries of 
numbers 9-23 Croft Street and by Coningsby Street. To the east the boundary is formed 
by property boundaries on Bentinck Street and Bentinck Square and the western boundary 
of 143 Winn Street. The Character Area includes Cannon Street, Stamp end, Fenton 
Place, Lytton Street, Bentinck Street, Bentinck Square, Napier Street, Welbeck Street and 
the south sides of Winn Street and Croft Street. 
 
Stamp End is a mainly residential Character Area of apartment blocks constructed in a 
Modernist style during the 1960s. There is little or no detailing on facades and most 
buildings have flat roofs with no chimneys. Construction materials are red, brown and 
yellow brick with some rendered panels. The public/private boundaries are the building 
facades and this, combined with many open grassed areas, provides a lack of enclosure in 
the Character Area. Blocks are large with unclear permeability. There are areas of derelict 
land, car parks facing on to streets and poor car parking and garage areas. There are few 
areas of continuous building lines and no clear plot structure. The small area of 1930s 
housing on Bentinck Square is of a more traditional form with clearly-defined plot structure 
and public/private boundaries. Croft Street Community Centre and the local shops on 
Baggholme Road form a focal point.  
 
Buildings are of red or brown brick with white or pale blue painted concrete panels the only 
decorative features. The ratio of area of wall to area of window is around 70:30. The 
public/private boundary is demarked by building façades although most of the houses 
have an area of grass in front of them. Single-storey garages are located around large 
parking areas to the rear of the properties. Street furniture features wooden telegraph 
poles with numerous wires fanning across the street, and there are a number of negative 
signs i.e. “No Ball Games”. Many areas have windows and doors facing on to the street, 
but the larger open areas for example, around garages, do not give the appearance of 
being overlooked. 
 
Bentinck Square is in a different style, having been built before the rest of the area was 
redeveloped. Houses there are in short rows with pantile roofs and smaller windows. They 
also have private rear gardens and hedges at the front of the properties mark the 
public/private boundary. 
 
Application Negotiated either at Pre-Application or During Process of Application 
 
Yes. Revisions made to the layout and design of the scheme at the pre-application stage. 
Further revisions were made during the application process relating to design, materials 
and bin storage.  
 
Financial Implications 
 
None. 
 
Legal Implications 
 
None. 
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Equality Implications 
 
None. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The principle of the use of the site for residential purposes is considered to be acceptable 
and the development would relate well to the site and surroundings, particularly in relation 
to siting, height, scale, massing and design. The proposals would also not cause harm to 
the amenities which occupiers of neighbouring properties may reasonably expect to enjoy. 
Highways and flood risk have been appropriately considered and matters relating to 
contamination and archaeology can be dealt with appropriately by condition. The proposal 
would therefore be in accordance with the requirements of Central Lincolnshire Local Plan 
Policies LP1, LP2, LP3, LP13, LP14, LP16 and LP26, as well as guidance within the 
National Planning Policy Framework. 
 
Application Determined within Target Date 
 
Yes. 
 
Recommendation 
 
That the application is Granted Conditionally subject to the following conditions: 
 

 Time limit of the permission; 

 Development in accordance with approved plans; 

 Samples of materials; 

 Contamination; 

 Archaeology; 

 Electric Vehicle Charging points before occupation; 

 Development in accordance with Flood Risk Assessment; 

 Reporting of unexpected contamination relating to water pollution; 

 Construction of the development (delivery times and working hours); and 

 Windows and doors recessed. 
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Lytton Street- Plans and Site Photos 

Site location plan 

 

 

 

Lytton Street 

Plans 

 

Location plan 
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Proposed site plan 
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Proposed site layout 
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Ground floor plan of terrace 

 

 

First floor plan of terrace 

 

 

Ground floor plan of semis 
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First floor plan of semis 

 

 

Front elevation of terrace to Lytton Street 

 

 

 

Rear elevation of terrace and side elevation of semis to Welbeck Street 
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Front elevation of semis to Cannon Street and end elevation of terrace 

 

 

Visual of Terrace from Lytton Street 
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View of site from Lytton Street looking north east  

 

View of site from Cannon Street looking towards Wellbeck Street 
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View from Cannon Street south across the site 

 

View from Cannon Street west towards Lytton Street and bungalows on Cannon Street and 

Shuttleworth House  
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South boundary of site from Lytton Street 
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Lytton Street- Consultation Responses 
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LINCOLNSHIRE POLICE  
POLICE HEADQUARTERS 
PO Box 999 
LINCOLN  LN5 7PH 
Fax:  (01522) 558128  
DDI:  (01522) 558292 
email  
john.manuel@lincs.pnn.police.uk 

 

 
 
 
Your Ref: App. 2017/0867/FUL                                                                  14th August 2017 
  
Our Ref: PG// 
 

Development & Environmental Services 
City Hall, Beaumont Fee 
Lincoln, LN1 1DF 
 
Re:  Street Record, Lytton Street, Lincoln, Lincolnshire 
 
Thank you for your correspondence and opportunity to comment on the proposed 
development.  
 
Lincolnshire Police has no formal objections to the planning application in principle but would 
recommend that the attached recommendations are implemented. 
 
External Doors and Windows 
 
Building Regulations (October 1st 2015) provides that for the first time all new homes will 
be included within Approved Document Q: Security – Dwellings (ADQ). 
 
Approved document Q applies to all new dwellings including those resulting from change of 
use, such as commercial premises, warehouse and barns undergoing conversions into 
dwellings. It also applies within Conservation Areas. 
 
This will include doors at the entrance to dwellings, including all doors to flats or apartments, 
communal doors to multi-occupancy developments and garage doors where there is a direct 
access to the premises. Where bespoke timber doors are proposed, there is a technical 
specification in Appendix B of the document that must be met. 
 
Windows: in respect of ground floor, basement and other easily accessible locations. 
 
The secured by design requirement for all dwelling external doors is PAS 24.2016 (doors of 
an enhanced Security) or WCL 1 (WCL 1 is the reference number for PAS 23/24 and is 
published by Warrington Certification Laboratories).  
 
All ground floor windows and doors and those that are easily accessible from the ground 
must conform to improved security standard PAS24:2016. Window retainers should be 
provided on all windows that are accessible. 
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Lighting 
 
Lighting should be designed to cover the external doors and be controlled by photoelectric 
cell (dusk to dawn) with a manual override.  The use of low consumption lamps with an 
efficacy of greater than 40 lumens per circuit watt is required; it is recommended that they be 
positioned to prevent possible attack.  
 
Bin Storage 
 
Internal communal bin and bicycle stores within blocks of flats must have no windows and be 
fitted with a secure door set that meets the same physical specification as ‘front door’ and 
specifically Section 2, paragraphs 21.1 to 21.6 and 21.8 to 21.13. 
This will ensure that such stores are only accessible to residents. The locking system must 
be operable from the inner face by use of a thumb turn to ensure that residents are not 
accidentally locked in by another person. A bicycle store must also be provided with stands 
with secure anchor points or secure cycle stands. 
 
External bins stores and home composting containers (supplied to meet ‘Code for 
Sustainable Homes’ ‘Was 3’) should be sited in such a way that they cannot be used as a 
climbing aid to commit crime. 
 
Perimeter 
The proposed perimeter fencing detail of the site and each plot if not shown should be of an 
1800 mm robust fence or wall without footholds. The rails to any timber fence should face 
the properties.  
 
Sub divisional boundaries should be secured and at the same time enable interaction 
between neighbours. A suitable means to achieve this will be for the first sections of the 
boundary starting from the building provide an 1800 mm timber privacy screen.   
 
Nb. Diamond shaped trellis will help to deter climbing and all of the boundary can be made 
more secure by using it as a framework to carry deterrent planting e.g. (thorny shrubs) which 
if required can be planted by the occupier.  
 
A cul-de-sac layout without unnecessary footpaths or points of access can afford a secure 
and safe residential development which lends itself to the establishment of a community feel. 
 
Gates 
Any gates to be erected should have anti-lift hinges and will need to be erected as close to 
the front elevation of the properties as possible.  A sliding bolt and padlock should be fitted 
to all such gates. Access to the rear of all properties should be secured by way of 
gates and fencing as described above. 
 
The gates must be placed at the entrance to the footpath as near to the front building line 
as possible, so that attempts to climb them will be in full view of the street. Where possible 
the street lighting scheme should be designed to ensure that the gates are well illuminated.   
 
The gates must have a key operated lock, operable from both sides.  The gates must not be 
easy to climb or remove from their hinges. 
 
Landscaping 
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Any landscaping should be kept to a maximum growth height of 1 metre.  Whilst any trees 
should be pruned up to a minimum height of 2 metres, thereby maintaining a clear field of 
vision around the development.  Trees when fully grown should not mask any lighting 
columns or become climbing aids. 

 

Sheds / Cycle Storage (if Included) 
 
General advice would be that sheds must be fixed to a concrete foundation and the shed 
door fitted with a certified ‘Sold Secure’ Silver Standard padlock, hasp and staple (coach 
bolted through the shed structure). Providing the shed door is at least 44 mm thick the shed 
can be locked into the doorframe using either a mortice deadlock or mortice sash lock 
certified to BS 3621: 2007. The bicycle security ground anchor must be certified to ‘Sold 
Secure’ Silver Standard. Shed windows should be avoided and non-return screws (coach 
bolt style) should be used on the door furniture. 
 
I am happy to provide further specific advice on the safe and secure storage of cycles should 
that be requested. 
 
Utilities 
 
In order to reduce the opportunities for theft by ‘bogus officials’ the utility meters should, 
where possible, be located to the outside of the dwelling at a point where they can be 
overlooked. This will negate the need for an official to enter the building in order to read a 
meter, which will in turn reduce the opportunity for distraction burglary. Where possible utility 
meters in multi occupancy developments should be located on the ground floor between 
access controlled 
doors (air lock system) so that access can be restricted to the meters  
 
Note 33.1: Where a utility provider refuses to provide external meters, and there is an 
obvious (historic) risk of distraction burglary within the location, the developer should 
consider an alternative supplier. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you need further information or clarification. 
Please refer to New Homes 2016 which can be located on www.securedbydesign.com  
Crime prevention advice is given free without the intention of creating a contract.  Neither the 
Home Office nor the Police Service takes any legal responsibility for the advice given.  
However, if the advice is implemented it will reduce the opportunity for crimes to be 
committed. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
John Manuel MA BA (Hons) PGCE Dip Bus. 

Force Crime Prevention Design Advisor 
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Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL 
Site Address: 4 Eastgate, Lincoln, Lincolnshire 
Target Date: 5th October 2017 
Agent Name: None 
Applicant Name: Phil Ayling 
Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public 

House (Class A4) (Revised Description) 
 

Background - Site Location and Description 

 

The application relates to the ground floor of a two storey red brick building on the north 
side of Eastgate, which is currently in use as 'Humberts' estate agency. The building was 
erected in 1895 and has parapeted eaves, an angled projecting bay with sash windows to 
each side to the first floor, and a modern shopfront to the ground floor. The application 
proposes to change the use of the ground floor to a 'Beerheadz' drinking establishment. 

 
The building sits within Conservation Area No. 1 'Cathedral and City Centre', and the 
setting of several listed buildings, including Lincoln Cathedral. 
 
Planning permission has previously been refused for change of use to a bar/restaurant. 
The original application (ref: 2000/0706/F) was refused due to lack of information 
regarding: 
 

1. Any physical alterations to the building 
2. Location of the kitchen and ancillary services 
3. The intended use of the rear yard to the property 
4. Waste disposal 

 
The resubmission (ref: 2001/0224/F) was refused because it was considered the location 
and method of fume extraction concerning the proposal would have a detrimental effect on 
residential amenity of the properties in the immediate vicinity. 

 
On 30 August 2017, a premises license was granted conditionally for the proposed drinking 
establishment. 

 
Site History 

 

Reference: Description Status Decision Date: 
2000/0706/F Change of use to 

a restaurant/bar. 
Refused 29th January 2001 

2001/0224/F Change of use to 
bar/restaurant. 
(RESUBMISSION) 

Refused 9th August 2001 

2017/0871/ADV Display of 1no. non- 
illuminated fascia sign, 
1no. Externally- 
illuminated hanging 
sign and 1no. Non-
illuminated wall 
mounted sign. 

Pending Decision  
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Item No. 6b



 
 
Case Officer Site Visit 

 

Undertaken on 17th August 2017. 

 
Policies Referred to 

 

 Policy LP1  A Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development  

 Policy LP26 Design and Amenity 

 Policy LP33 Lincoln's City Centre Primary Shopping Area and Central Mixed Use  
Area 

 
Issues 

 

 National and local planning policy 

 Potential impact on visual amenity, the character and appearance of Conservation 
Area No. 1 and the significance of other designated heritage assets 

 Potential impact on residential amenity 

 Highway safety and parking 

 
Consultations 

 

Consultations were carried out in accordance with the Statement of Community Involvement, 
adopted May 2014. 

 
Statutory Consultation Responses 

 

Consultee Comment 
 
Lincolnshire Police 

 
Comments Received 

 
Lincoln Civic Trust 

 
Comments Received 

 
Licensing Manager 

 
Comments Received 

 
Highways & Planning 

 
Comments Received 

 
Environmental Health 

 
Comments Received 

 
Public Consultation Responses 

 

Name Address 
Mr Myles Mumby 15 Farm 

View Welton 
Lincoln 
LN2 3FG 
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Name Address 
Miss Cathy Rudman 6C Eastgate 

Lincoln 
Lincolnshire 
LN2 1QA 

Miss Josie Rossington 14 Burton 
Road Lincoln 
Lincolnshire 
LN1 3LB 

Mr Roland Asquith The Old Post 
Office South 
Willingham  
LN8 6NG 

Jenny Whitlon 8 Eastgate  
Lincoln  
Lincolnshire 
LN2 1QG 

Paul Birkinshaw 11 Eastgate 
Lincoln 
Lincolnshire 
LN2 1QG 

Mr & Mrs Webster 17 James 
Street Lincoln 
Lincolnshire 
LN2 1QE 

Mrs Susan Rossington St Leonards 
House  
1 St Leonards Lane  
Lincoln 
Lincolnshire 

LN2 4AP 

Mr S White 3 Eastgate 
Lincoln 
Lincolnshire 
LN2 1QA 

Mr and Mrs Hepton 9 Bailgate 
Lincoln 
Lincolnshire  
LN1 3AE 

Mr Matthew Felgate 18 Steep Hill 
Lincoln 
Lincolnshire 
LN2 1LT 

Ms Paula West 46 Steep Hill 
Lincoln 
Lincolnshire 
LN2 1LU 
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Name Address 
Tracy Markham Artist House 

35 Little Russell Street  
London WC1A 2HH 

Mr Ian Robinson White Hart Hotel 
Bailgate 

Lincoln 
Lincolnshire 
LN1 3AR 

Ms A Rowland Bailgate 
Lincoln 
LN13AR 

Mr Steve Rowland 86 Bailgate 
Lincoln 
LN1 3AR 

Mrs Michaela Philp 1 Egerton Road 
Lincoln 
Lincolnshire  
LN2 4PJ 

Mr Paul Risebrow 6 Eastgate 
Lincoln 
Lincolnshire 
LN2 1QA 

  White Hart Hotel 
 Bailgate 

 Lincoln  

 Lincolnshire 
 LN1 3AR 

 6C Eastgate 
Lincoln 
Lincolnshire LN2 
1QA 

 2 Eastgate 
Lincoln 
Lincolnshire LN2 
1QA 

 3 Eastgate 
Lincoln 
Lincolnshire LN2 
1QA 

S. Sahrananard The Bridal Collection 3 
Eastgate 

Lincoln  
Lincolnshire LN2 1QA 
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Name Address 
Mr Anthony Moncaster 24 Minster Yard Lincoln  

Lincolnshire 
LN2 1PY 

 

Summary of Public Consultation Responses 

 
The objections and comments received in response to this application are appended in full 
to this report. In summary, the main issues/concerned raised are; 
 

 Too many public houses/drinking establishments in the  area 

 Loss of office premises 

 The proposed use exacerbating existing issues of noise and disturbance and anti-
social behaviour/public nuisance 

 The proposed bi-fold doors emanating noise and disturbance, obstructing the footway, 
and being out of character with the building and wider conservation area 

 Adverse impact on the Conservation Area and Cathedral Quarter 

 Highway safety concerns and congestion arising from deliveries and bin collections 

Consideration 

 
The proposed 'Beerheadz' drinking establishment would comprise of a main bar area, with 
an associated function room located to the ground floor of the extension to the rear (known 
as 4A Eastgate). To the rear of the main bar area would be two separate WCs, an office 
and a kitchen. The proposed kitchen is small and there is no intention to serve food on the 
premises, therefore, there would be no need for fume extraction. To the rear of the 
proposed function room is an old safe relating to the former use of the premises as a bank, 
which would not be used. There would be no access to the yards to the rear and side of the 
building(s), except in emergencies, and there would be no external drinking or smoking 
areas associated with the proposed bar. 

 
The proposed bar would be a specialist beer bar and not offer mainstream or mass-
produced products. It would be open 10:00 to 01:30 Monday to Sunday, and serve alcohol 
to 01:00, in accordance with the terms of the license. Deliveries would be made mostly by 
transit van or equivalent 2-3 times per week to the kerbside to the front of the premises. Bins 
would be stored inside the premises until their respective collection days. 

 
National and Local Planning Policy 
 
The application building is located within Lincoln's Central Mixed Use Area where 
proposals for Class A4 uses are supported in principle. This is provided the development 
would not result in the area losing its mixed use character nor harm the local environment 
or the amenities which occupiers of nearby properties may reasonably expect to enjoy, 
such as causing unacceptable levels of noise or disturbance; as outlined within Policy LP33 
'Lincoln's City Centre Primary Shopping Area and Central Mixed Use Area', reinforced by 
Policy LP26 'Design and Amenity', of the Central Lincolnshire Local Plan (2017). 
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The Lincoln Central Mixed Use Area is a large area which extends from the uphill and 
Bailgate area to the north, to the lower High Street as far as South Park roundabout to the 
south. At circa. 185m² with a maximum capacity of 70 within the proposed main bar area 
and associated function room, the proposed 'Beerheadz' drinking establishment would be 
relatively small, when compared with other drinking establishments within the uphill and 
Bailgate area e.g. Magna Carta, Lion and Snake, Room Bar at The White Hart Hotel. 
Although there is a small concentration of retail uses within the immediate vicinity of the 
proposed premises, it is considered the proposed bar could be successfully integrated into 
the uphill and Bailgate area, provided other policy requirements are met. Consequently, it is 
considered the proposed change of use would not lead to the area losing its mixed use 
character. 

 
Potential Impact on Visual Amenity, the Character and Appearance of Conservation Area No. 
1 and the Significance of other Designated Heritage Assets 
 
The only external alterations proposed to facilitate the proposed change of use would be the 
display of signs for the premises, and the installation of a condenser unit to the rear of the 
building (see 'Impact on residential amenity' for further details). The display of signs is 
subject to a separate but related application for advertisement consent, the assessment of 
which has taken into account the potential impact on visual amenity and the character and 
appearance of the Conservation Area. Officers consider that the proposed signs would not 
have a harmful impact on visual amenity, nor the character and appearance of the 
Conservation Area, as they would replace existing signs for 'Humberts' estate agency; with 
the exception of the large 'H' board sign to the left of the entrance door which would be 
removed; and only include the 'Beerheadz' name and logo. Regarding the proposed 
condenser unit, this would be sited to the rear of the building and consequently concealed 
from public view. 

 
The application originally proposed to replace the existing shop front window with bi-fold 
doors, however, this element of the proposals was removed after many comments were 
received citing them as an issue. From a Local Planning Authority perspective, it was 
considered that the proposed bi-fold doors would not complement the architectural style of 
the building, nor preserve or enhance the character and appearance of the Conservation 
Area within which it is located. 
 
Although the existing shop front is modern and not necessarily worthy of retention, the 
applicant has proposed to retain it which officers consider would serve to preserve the 
character and appearance of the Conservation Area, in accordance with the duty contained 
in Section 72(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Area) Act 1990. 

 
Potential Impact on Residential Amenity 
 
To the first floor of the application building is the office for Truelove Property & Construction, 
who own the building. The neighbouring uses at 3 Eastgate are retail to the ground floor 
(The Collections) and office to the first floor (White Mortgages Ltd). The ground floor retail 
unit at 5a Eastgate (the other side of the vehicular access to the rear) is currently empty 
(formerly The Design Emporium), while the first floor is in residential use. Many comments 
have cited concerns about the impact of another drinking establishment within the area, 
although most have referred to existing issues of noise and disturbance and anti-social 
behaviour, which do not directly relate to the application under consideration. In this 
instance, the approved premises license is considered to form a material consideration in 
the determination of this planning application.  
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Although the Local Planning Authority must consider the impact of the proposed change of 
use in terms of any A4 drinking establishment, as the proprietor could change in future, it is 
important to highlight that the proposed 'Beerheadz' premises would be required to adhere 
to the conditions of their license, many of which have been suggested by the applicant in 
the interests of protecting the amenities of occupants of nearby properties. For example, the 
license states that the proposed drinking establishment would have no Juke box, regular 
live bands or loud music and it would implement a procedure for banning patrons who 
continually cause a nuisance or disturbance. It is considered that any potential future 
proprietor would be subject to the same if not similar conditions. 
 
Nevertheless, it is considered appropriate to impose a condition on an approved application 
to prevent the playing of live and recorded music, other than the playing of incidental 
background music, as suggested by the city council's Pollution Control Officer, in the 
interests of protecting the amenities of occupants of nearby properties. 

 
The removal of the bi-fold doors from the proposals would also contribute towards 
protecting the amenities of occupants of nearby properties by preventing noise and 
disturbance that would have emanated from the opening and use of the bi-fold doors 
during opening hours of the premises. 

 
Regarding the proposed condenser unit, it was initially proposed to be installed next to two 
existing units to the east facing side elevation of the building, facing the neighbouring 
building at 5a Eastgate. However, the city council's Pollution Control Officer raised concerns 
regarding potential noise and disturbance, particularly in relation to the occupants of the 
neighbouring residential use at 5a Eastgate, as the unit would operate throughout the night. 
The applicant subsequently explored several alternative options to address the concerns 
raised, and has since proposed to install a smaller, quieter unit to the rear of the building. It 
is, therefore, considered that the proposed change of use would not unduly harm the 
amenities which occupants of nearby properties may reasonably expect to enjoy, in 
accordance with relevant policy requirements. 

 
Highway Safety and Parking 
 
Initial comments from Lincolnshire County Council, as the Highways Authority, indicated they 
would not support the installation of bi-fold doors as they would open onto the 
highway/footway and cause an obstruction. This element of the proposals was subsequently 
removed from the application, and it is not considered that the proposed change of use would 
present any other issues in terms of highway safety. In terms of parking, the yards to the rear 
and side of the building(s) would continue to be used for parking by existing residents and 
businesses, and there would be no parking directly associated with the proposed bar. This is 
considered acceptable given the proposed use and location of the building within the uphill 
and Bailgate area which is predominantly pedestrianised. Lincolnshire County Council, as the 
Highway Authority, has concluded that the proposed development is acceptable and, 
accordingly, does not wish to object to this planning application. 
 
Lincoln Townscape Assessment 

 

The application building is located within the Bailgate and Castle Hill Character Area which, 
together with the neighbouring Cathedral and Castle Character Areas, is a key tourist 
destination in Lincoln and the East Midlands region. Bailgate and Steep Hill act as a 'High 
Street in the area with a mix of residential and commercial uses continuing a long tradition of 
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these uses since the medieval era if not before. 18th and 19th century houses and shops on 
former medieval plots along Bailgate and Steep Hill form a key part of the townscape. 

 
Application Negotiated either at Pre-Application or During Process of Application 

 

Yes, during process of application (details in the report). 

 
Financial Implications 

 

None. 

 
Legal Implications 

 

None. 

 
Equality Implications 

 

None. 

 
Conclusion 

 

The proposed drinking establishment would not result in the uphill and Bailgate area losing 
its mixed use character nor harm the local environment or the amenities which occupiers of 
nearby properties may reasonably expect to enjoy, in accordance with Policy LP33 
'Lincoln's City Centre Primary Shopping Area and Central Mixed Use Area' and Policy LP26 
'Design and Amenity' of the Central Lincolnshire Local Plan (2017). 

 
Furthermore, the proposals are considered to be in accordance with the duty contained 
within Section 72(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas Act) 1990 'In 
the exercise, with respect to any buildings or other land in a conservation area, special 
attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or 
appearance of that area'. 

 
Application Determined within Target Date 

 

Yes. 

 
Recommendation 

 

That the application is Granted Conditionally. 

 
Standard Conditions 
 

1) The development must be begun not later than the expiration of three years 
beginning with the date of this permission. 

 
Reason: As required by Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 
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2) With the exception of the detailed matters referred to by the conditions of this 
consent, the development hereby approved shall be carried out in accordance with 
the details submitted with the application. The works shall be carried out in 
accordance with the details shown on the approved plans and in any other 
approved documents forming part of the application. 

 
Reason: To ensure the development proceeds in accordance with the approved 
plans. 

 
Conditions to be Discharged before Commencement of Works 

 
None. 

 
Conditions to be Discharged before Use is Implemented 

 
None. 

 
Conditions to be Adhered to at all Times 

 
5) The use hereby approved shall only be operated between the hours of 10:00 and 

01:00 Monday to Sunday. 

 
Reason:  To protect the residential amenities of properties in the vicinity. 

 
6) The playing of live and recorded music shall not be permitted at the premises, other 

than the playing of incidental background music. Any incidental background music 
shall not be audible at any other offsite premises. 

 
Reason: To protect the residential amenities of properties in the vicinity. 

 
Table A 
 
The above recommendation has been made in accordance with the submitted drawings 
identified below: 
 

Drawing No. Version Drawing Type Date Received 
  Location Plan 14th September 

2017 BeerHeadZ Ltd 2017  Floor plans 2nd October 2017 
  Elevations – Existing 4th August 2017 
  Elevations – Proposed 14th September 

2017   
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Plans and Photographs for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL 4 Eastgate 

 Site location plan 
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Proposed floor plan 
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Proposed signage 
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Eastgate (towards James Street) 

Eastgate (towards Bailgate) 
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View of front of 4 Eastgate 

View of the rear of 4 Eastgate 
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View towards Cathedral (and neighbouring property at 5 Eastgate) 

View of rear of 4a Eastgate (existing Fire Exit) 
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LINCOLNSHIRE POLICE 
 
POLICE HEADQUARTERS 
PO Box 999 
LINCOLN  LN5 7PH 
Fax:  (01522) 558128  
DDI:  (01522) 558292 
email  
john.manuel@lincs.pnn.police.uk 

 

 
 
 
Your Ref: App. 2017/0870/FUL                                                          16th August 2017 
  
Our Ref: PG// 
 

Development & Environmental Services 
City Hall, Beaumont Fee 
Lincoln, LN1 1DF 
 
 
Re: 4 Eastgate, Lincoln, Lincolnshire, LN2 1QB (Change of Use From A2 to Public 
House (Class A4) 
 

Thank you for your correspondence and opportunity to comment on the proposed 
development.  
 
Lincolnshire Police has no formal objections to the planning application in principle but would 
recommend that the initial advisory recommendations are implemented. 
 
Installation of Bi-fold Windows/Doors to From Elevation (Eastgate) 
 
I some concern regarding the installation of the proposed bi-fold doors at this location in that 
there exists a potential for obstruction of the footway at this point which is only 1 metre wide 
with associated parking creating a narrow footpath. Either customers drifting onto the footway 
or passing pedestrian’s stopping would cause an obstruction together with the additional 
volume of noise that would be generated from this location when the bi-fold doors are opened 
directly onto the footpath which may generate complaint from local residents. 
 
I would recommend that whilst Lincolnshire Police do not have any grounds to object I would 
ask that the bi-fold doors are reconsidered and that fixed laminated glazing is installed. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you need further information or clarification. 

Please refer to New Homes 2016 which can be located on www.securedbydesign.com New 
Homes 2016 36.1 this includes details of the criteria for bespoke window fittings that may  to 
apply to this development. 

Crime prevention advice is given free without the intention of creating a contract.  Neither the 
Home Office nor the Police Service takes any legal responsibility for the advice given.  
However, if the advice is implemented it will reduce the opportunity for crimes to be committed. 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
John Manuel MA BA(Hons) PGCE Dip Bus. 
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Force Crime Prevention Design Advisor 
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Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council)

From: publicaccess@lincoln.gov.uk

Sent: 18 September 2017 13:25

To: Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council)

Subject: Consultee Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

A consultee has commented on a Planning Application. A summary of the comments is provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 1:31 PM on 18 Sep 2017 from Ms Catherine Waby 
(lincolncivictrust@btconnect.com) on behalf of Lincoln Civic Trust. 

Application Summary 

Reference: 2017/0870/FUL 

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB  

Proposal: 
Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public 

House (Class A4) and installation of bifold windows to 

front elevation to replace existing window.  

Case Officer: Amy Davies  

Click for further information 

 

Comments Details 

Comments: 

OBJECTION - Whilst we do not object to the change of 

use, we felt that there is a lack of understanding by the 

developers in what is being proposed. We felt that the 

proposal to install bi-folding doors and/or windows is 

totally inappropriate and that the large vertical 

advertising sign was not acceptable particularly in the 

most sensitive of conservation areas the city has. 

Eastgate is a light retail and quiet residential area with a 

very close proximity to the Cathedral and should be 

considered in this way. A quiet drinking establishment 

with predominately seated clientele would not be out of 

place but a heavy drinking and noise emitting place would 

be. The bi-fold doors/windows are not conducive to this 

aim.  
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Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council)

From: Barron, Kevin (City of Lincoln Council)

Sent: 15 August 2017 12:10

To: Technical Team (City of Lincoln Council)

Subject: FW: Consultation on Planning Application

 

 

Hi, 

We have an application for a premises licence in with objections, but we have no objections. 

 

Kevin Barron 

Licensing Manager 

T 01522 873564 

 

City of Lincoln Council 

City Hall, Beaumont Fee, Lincoln, LN1 1DD http://www.lincoln.gov.uk/licensing 

Read more about our vision  

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Charlesworth, Tom (City of Lincoln Council) On Behalf Of Licensing (City of Lincoln Council) 

Sent: 14 August 2017 11:24 

To: Barron, Kevin (City of Lincoln Council) <Kevin.Barron@lincoln.gov.uk>; Cullen, Ian (City of Lincoln Council) 

<Ian.Cullen@lincoln.gov.uk> 

Subject: FW: Consultation on Planning Application 

 

 

 

-----Original Message----- 

From: developmentteam@lincoln.gov.uk [mailto:developmentteam@lincoln.gov.uk] 

Sent: 14 August 2017 11:16 

To: Licensing (City of Lincoln Council) <Licensing@lincoln.gov.uk> 

Subject: Consultation on Planning Application 

 

Dear Sir/Madam 

 

Please find attached consultation for Planning application reference 2017/0870/FUL 

 

Regards 

 

Development Team 

City of Lincoln Council 
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Environment & Economy 
Unit 4, Witham Park House 
Waterside South, Lincoln LN5 7JN 
Tel:   (01522) 782070 
E-Mail:Highwayssudssupport@lincolnshire.gov.uk 

 
 

 

 
 
To: Lincoln City Council 

 
Application Ref: 2017/0870/FUL 

 
With reference to this application dated 9 August 2017, relating to the following 
proposed development: 
 
Address or location    
 
4 Eastgate, Lincoln, Lincolnshire, LN2 1QB 

 
Date application referred by the LPA  
 14 August 2017 

Type of application:  Outline/Full/RM/: 
Full Planning Application 

 
Description of development 
 
Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and 
installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window. 
 
Notice is hereby given that the County Council as Local Highway and Lead Local 
Flood Authority: 
 

 Does not wish to restrict the grant of permission. 
 
 

CONDITIONS (INCLUDING REASONS) /REASONS FOR REFUSAL/ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION REQUIRED 
 
NO OBS - Having given due regard to the appropriate local and national planning policy 
guidance (in particular the National Planning Policy Framework), Lincolnshire County 
Council (as Highway Authority and Lead Local Flood Authority) has concluded that the 
proposed development is acceptable.  Accordingly, Lincolnshire County Council (as 
Highway Authority and Lead Local Flood Authority) does not wish to object to this planning 
application. 
 
HI00 - Note to applicant: Biofold windows will not be acceptable at the property as they 
would cause obstruction to the narrow footway, which in turn could be dangerous for 
pedestrians. 
 
 

Case Officer: Aine McMorrow 
 
for Warren Peppard 
County Manager for Development 

Date:  2/10/17 
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Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council)

From: Aine McMorrow <Aine.McMorrow@lincolnshire.gov.uk>

Sent: 19 September 2017 15:46

To: Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council)

Subject: RE: Planning App No 2017/0871/FUL

Hi Amy  

 

Thank you for the update. I am happy with the applicants confirmation that the Bio fold windows/doors have been 

removed.  

 

I will let you have my final response based on the applicants comments.  

 

Thank you for your help.  

 

Kind Regards 

 

Aine 

 

 

Aine McMorrow 
Development Management Office  
Flood Risk and Highways  
Environment and Economy – Lincolnshire County Council 
Unit 4 
Witham Park House 
Waterside South 
Lincoln 
LN5 7JN 
 
Tel: 01522 782070 
Email: developmentmanagement@lincolnshire.gov.uk 

 

 

 

From: Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council) [mailto:Amy.Davies@lincoln.gov.uk]  

Sent: 15 September 2017 10:15 
To: Aine McMorrow 

Subject: RE: Planning App No 2017/0871/FUL 

 

Hi Aine 

 

Please find attached an email from the applicant which confirms the bi-fold doors have been removed from the 

proposals, and provides details of deliveries and bin colletions. 

 

Kind regards 

 

Amy 
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Amy Davies 

Planning Officer 

T 01522 873579 

 

From: Aine McMorrow [mailto:Aine.McMorrow@lincolnshire.gov.uk]  

Sent: 31 August 2017 14:55 

To: Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council) <Amy.Davies@lincoln.gov.uk> 

Subject: RE: Planning App No 2017/0871/FUL 

 

Hi Amy  

 

Thanks for the update.  

 

Kind Regards 

 

Aine 

 

 

Aine McMorrow 
Development Management Office  
Flood Risk and Highways  
Environment and Economy – Lincolnshire County Council 
Unit 4 
Witham Park House 
Waterside South 
Lincoln 
LN5 7JN 
 
Tel: 01522 782070 
Email: developmentmanagement@lincolnshire.gov.uk 

 

 

 

From: Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council) [mailto:Amy.Davies@lincoln.gov.uk]  

Sent: 31 August 2017 12:44 
To: Aine McMorrow 

Cc: HighwaysSUDsSupport 

Subject: RE: Planning App No 2017/0871/FUL 

 

Hi Aine 

 

Thanks for confirming your views on this application. I’ve asked the applicant to reconsider the installation of bi-fold 

doors, and provide further information on matters which may be of interest to you e.g. deliveries. 

 

I’ll be in touch once I’ve received their response. 

 

Kind regards 

 

Amy 

 

From: Aine McMorrow [mailto:Aine.McMorrow@lincolnshire.gov.uk]  

Sent: 31 August 2017 12:29 

To: Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council) <Amy.Davies@lincoln.gov.uk> 
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Cc: HighwaysSUDsSupport <HighwaysSUDsSupport@lincolnshire.gov.uk> 

Subject: FW: Planning App No 2017/0871/FUL 

 

Hi Amy  

 

My comments still stand for the above full application as for application 2017/0871/adv. Having looked at the 

information provided , it does suggest the windows/doors would open onto the highway/footway and would cause 

obstruction to the narrow footway, which in turn could be dangerous for pedestrians. This would not be acceptable 

to LCC as highway authority. I would be grateful if you could ask the applicant to provide an alternative design that 

would not overhang the highway/footway. 

 

 

Thanks  

 

Kind Regards 

 

Aine 

 

 

Aine McMorrow 
Development Management Office  
Flood Risk and Highways  
Environment and Economy – Lincolnshire County Council 
Unit 4 
Witham Park House 
Waterside South 
Lincoln 
LN5 7JN 
 
Tel: 01522 782070 
Email: developmentmanagement@lincolnshire.gov.uk 

 

From: Aine McMorrow  

Sent: 21 August 2017 16:20 
To: 'Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council)' 

Cc: HighwaysSUDsSupport 
Subject: RE: Planning App No 2017/0871/ADV 

 

Hi Amy  

 

Thank you for the information. Having looked at the attached information it does suggest the windows/doors would 

open onto the highway/footway. This would not be acceptable to LCC as highway authority. I would be grateful if 

you could ask the applicant to provide an alternative design that would not overhang the highway/footway.  

 

Thanks  

 

Kind Regards 

 

Aine 

 

 

Aine McMorrow 
Development Management Office  
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Flood Risk and Highways  
Environment and Economy – Lincolnshire County Council 
Unit 4 
Witham Park House 
Waterside South 
Lincoln 
LN5 7JN 
 
Tel: 01522 782070 
Email: developmentmanagement@lincolnshire.gov.uk 

 

   

 

From: Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council) [mailto:Amy.Davies@lincoln.gov.uk]  

Sent: 21 August 2017 15:57 

To: Aine McMorrow 
Subject: RE: Planning App No 2017/0871/ADV 

 

Hi Aine 

 

Please find enclosed further information regarding the proposed bi-fold doors, which suggests they would open over 

the highway/footway. 

 

Please let me know if you need any further information . 

 

Kind regards 

 

Amy 

 

From: Aine McMorrow [mailto:Aine.McMorrow@lincolnshire.gov.uk]  

Sent: 21 August 2017 15:44 

To: Davies, Amy (City of Lincoln Council) <Amy.Davies@lincoln.gov.uk> 

Subject: Planning App No 2017/0871/ADV 

 

Hi Amy  

 

I have been passed the above planning app to take a look at from a highways perspective.  

 

I note on the application the new owners intend to replace the existing windows with bifold windows. I would be 

grateful if you could ask the applicant to provide more detail on how the windows will open as LCC as highway 

authority would not accept the windows opening over the highway/footway.  

 

Thank you for your assistance.  

 

Kind Regards 

 

Aine   

 

Aine McMorrow 
Development Management Office  
Flood Risk and Highways  
Environment and Economy – Lincolnshire County Council 
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Unit 4 
Witham Park House 
Waterside South 
Lincoln 
LN5 7JN 
 
Tel: 01522 782070 
Email: developmentmanagement@lincolnshire.gov.uk 

 

----------------------------------------- Note: We are a Microsoft Office site. Our base version is 2010. Please 

make sure that files you send can be read in this format. Any form of reproduction, dissemination, copying, 

disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this e-mail is strictly prohibited save unless 

expressly authorised by the sender. The information contained in this message is intended for the named 

recipients only. It may contain privileged and confidential information and if you are not the addressee or 

the person responsible for delivering this to the addressee, you may not copy, distribute or take action in 

reliance on it. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender(s) immediately by 

telephone. Please also destroy and delete as soon as possible the message from your computer. 

********************************************************************************* 

*********************************************************************************  

 ==================================================================================================================== 

City of Lincoln Council is a Living Wage employer. If you would like to know more about the Living Wage, or sign up to the Making Lincoln Living Wage 
campaign, please visit www.lincolnagainstpoverty.co.uk/livingwage 

This transmission is intended for the named addressee(s) only and may contain sensitive or classified material up to OFFICIAL and should be handled 
accordingly. Unless you are the named addressee (or authorised to receive it for the addressee) you may not copy or use it, or disclose it to anyone else. 
Please also notify the sender immediately 

Under the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Freedom of Information Act 2000 the contents of this email may be disclosed.  

The City of Lincoln Council reserves the right to monitor both sent and received emails.  

 

  

  

   

----------------------------------------- Note: We are a Microsoft Office site. Our base version is 2010. Please 

make sure that files you send can be read in this format. Any form of reproduction, dissemination, copying, 

disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this e-mail is strictly prohibited save unless 

expressly authorised by the sender. The information contained in this message is intended for the named 

recipients only. It may contain privileged and confidential information and if you are not the addressee or 

the person responsible for delivering this to the addressee, you may not copy, distribute or take action in 

reliance on it. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender(s) immediately by 

telephone. Please also destroy and delete as soon as possible the message from your computer. 

********************************************************************************* 

*********************************************************************************  

 ==================================================================================================================== 

City of Lincoln Council is a Living Wage employer. If you would like to know more about the Living Wage, or sign up to the Making Lincoln Living Wage 
campaign, please visit www.lincolnagainstpoverty.co.uk/livingwage 
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This transmission is intended for the named addressee(s) only and may contain sensitive or classified material up to OFFICIAL and should be handled 
accordingly. Unless you are the named addressee (or authorised to receive it for the addressee) you may not copy or use it, or disclose it to anyone else. 
Please also notify the sender immediately 

Under the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Freedom of Information Act 2000 the contents of this email may be disclosed.  

The City of Lincoln Council reserves the right to monitor both sent and received emails.  

 

  

  

   

----------------------------------------- Note: We are a Microsoft Office site. Our base version is 2010. Please 

make sure that files you send can be read in this format. Any form of reproduction, dissemination, copying, 

disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this e-mail is strictly prohibited save unless 

expressly authorised by the sender. The information contained in this message is intended for the named 

recipients only. It may contain privileged and confidential information and if you are not the addressee or 

the person responsible for delivering this to the addressee, you may not copy, distribute or take action in 

reliance on it. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender(s) immediately by 

telephone. Please also destroy and delete as soon as possible the message from your computer. 

********************************************************************************* 

*********************************************************************************  

 ==================================================================================================================== 

City of Lincoln Council is a Living Wage employer. If you would like to know more about the Living Wage, or sign up to the Making Lincoln Living Wage 
campaign, please visit www.lincolnagainstpoverty.co.uk/livingwage 

This transmission is intended for the named addressee(s) only and may contain sensitive or classified material up to OFFICIAL and should be handled 
accordingly. Unless you are the named addressee (or authorised to receive it for the addressee) you may not copy or use it, or disclose it to anyone else. 
Please also notify the sender immediately 

Under the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Freedom of Information Act 2000 the contents of this email may be disclosed.  

The City of Lincoln Council reserves the right to monitor both sent and received emails.  

 

  

  

   

----------------------------------------- Note: We are a Microsoft Office site. Our base version is 2010. Please 

make sure that files you send can be read in this format. Any form of reproduction, dissemination, copying, 

disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this e-mail is strictly prohibited save unless 

expressly authorised by the sender. The information contained in this message is intended for the named 

recipients only. It may contain privileged and confidential information and if you are not the addressee or 

the person responsible for delivering this to the addressee, you may not copy, distribute or take action in 

reliance on it. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender(s) immediately by 

telephone. Please also destroy and delete as soon as possible the message from your computer. 

********************************************************************************* 

*********************************************************************************  
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CITY OF LINCOLN COUNCIL 
DIRECTORATE OF DEVELOPMENT & ENVIRONMENTAL 

SERVICE 
 
 

M E M O R A N D U M 
 

 
To:    Development Team 
          Development Control 
 

 
From:    Ian Wicks,  
              Pollution Control Officer 

 
Planning Ref:  2017/0870/FUL      Date:  28 September 2017 
 
 
Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) (Revised 
Description) at 4 Eastgate, Lincoln 

 
 
 
Further to your consultation on the above application, I would make the following comments. 
 
It is noted that the applicant has revised the application to so that it is no longer proposed to install bi-
folding windows as part of the change of use.  This is a welcomed revision as it reduces potential for 
noise break out from the premises. 
 
I believe that, as part of the premises licence application, it was not proposed to provide live or 
recorded music at the proposed public house, which should addresses another potential noise issue 
from this type of use.  However, it is recommended that the following condition be attached to the 
consent, if granted to ensure that this potential noise impact is controlled: 
 
� The playing of live and recorded music shall not be permitted at the premise, other the playing of 

incidental background music.  Any incidental background music shall not be audible at any other 
offsite premises.   
 

From the revised plans, it is understood that there are proposals to include a chiller unit associated 
with the cellar on the eastern façade of the premises.  This unit has the potential to cause noise 
problems, particularly as it will need to operate throughout the night.  It is understood that the 
applicant is considering options to deal with this issue.  However, if this cannot be agreed before the 
application is determined, it is recommended that the following condition be attached to the consent, if 
permission is granted: 
 
� Prior to the installation of any stationary external plant or machinery, details shall be submitted to 

the planning authority for approval.  The details shall include the likely noise levels emitted by 
the plant along with any mitigation measures that are proposed to minimise the impact of noise 
from the stationary external plant or machinery.  The approved mitigation measures shall be 
implemented prior to the commissioning of the plant and shall be maintained thereafter. 

 
Opening Hours 
It does not appear that opening hours have been specified within the planning application.  However, 
it is understood that the issue of opening hours has been considered through the premises licensing 
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regime. 
 
Waste Collection and Storage 
No details have been included with the application relating to waste provision.  It is therefore 
recommended that the following conditions be attached to the consent, if granted:  
 
� Details of a location of an area to be made available at all times for the storage of refuse shall be 

submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority before the use commences. The 
approved area shall be made available before the use commences and retained at all times. 

 
� Waste collections from the permitted use shall only be permitted between 07:00 and 19:00, 

Monday to Saturday. 
 
 
 
 
 

Regards 
 
 
Ian Wicks 
Pollution Control Officer 
(Ext 3794)  
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Ms Paula West

Address: Heritage 46 steephill Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:As a business owner and resident I strongly object to the change of use from A2 to A4.

Far too many public houses and especially those serving real ale are already in the vicinity.

Residents are already having to suffer vandalism/noise/anti social behaviour from drunks. The

owners have commented in the local press they are interested in the student population as

customers so yet more noise will be forthcoming. Saturday afternoons are becoming intolerable,

with drunken stag party's doing the "real ale crawl", to the point that visitors to the city have come

into my shop as they are scared and want to wait until they have gone past. As a heritage quarter

this planning application being approved would be an appalling decision, and would cause only

detrimental effects to the residents/visitors and businesses of uphill Lincoln.
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr S White

Address: 3 Eastgate Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Dear Amy,

 

Change of Use - 4 Eastgate, Lincoln LN2 1QA - Class A2 to Class A4.

Objection submitted on behalf of DAY VE Ltd - Owner of 3 Eastgate, Lincoln.

 

We own the neighbouring building - 3 Eastgate.

 

Our tenants have each sent their own representations, which we fully support.

 

There are clearly concerns in relation to the setting (Conservation Area 1); the noise and smell

nuisance and what will inevitably be a regular obstruction of the public footpath, amongst other

things.

 

Our primary concern relates to the land to the west of the building and to the rear of 3 Eastgate. It

is not owned by the applicant, nor their landlord, yet it seems to have been inferred that it can be

used by the applicant. For clarity, the only exit on the ground floor, aside from the front door, does

not discharge onto land owned by the applicant or their landlord. Mis-use of that door will

doubtless cause issues with the landowner.

 

Thank you and all the best.

 

Steven White

Director

DAY VE Ltd
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr S White

Address: 3 Eastgate Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Dear Amy,

 

Change of Use - 4 Eastgate, Lincoln LN2 1QA - Class A2 to Class A4.

Objection submitted on behalf of White Mortgages Ltd - tenant business at 3 Eastgate, Lincoln.

 

There was no public consultation by the applicant, Mr Ayling, prior to 28 July 2017.

 

We must object on the following grounds.

 

The new signage appears to be a neon / electric blue colour which, at best, would look out of

place in the Conservation Area.

 

There is no dedicated smoking area, leaving only the footpath. Customers using the footpath as a

smoking area are likely to cause a nuisance to our business - noise and smell - as well as an

obstruction.

 

The land to the west of the building is not owned by the applicant, nor the landlord and, as such,

cannot be relied upon. There is land to the north, which is owned by the landlord, but there is no

internal access.

 

Similarly, the bi-fold windows. The bi-fold windows themselves, if hinged to open externally,

represent a health and safety risk to passers-by. They also encourage customers to gather

outside, further exasperating the noise and smell of cigarettes etc.
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There are already several Public Houses within the immediate vicinity; the vast majority of which

have a dedicated smoking area to the side or rear, not the footpath to the front.

 

Bi-fold windows / doors are a dangerous precedent to set and will, no doubt, be a constant source

of contention.

 

In short, the building itself does not suit a change of use, setting aside whether or not it's

appropriate.

 

Warm regards,

Steven White

 

Director

White Mortgages Ltd
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From:                                 Tracy Markham
Sent:                                  24 Aug 2017 17:40:54 +0000
To:                                      Technical Team (City of Lincoln Council)
Subject:                             REF: 2017/0870/FUL - 4 EASTGATE

Dear Sirs
I write with reference to the above application. I am a local resident.
 
Please accept this email as my formal OBJECTION to the application made by BeerHeadZ Ltd for change 
of use from the existing office premises to a drinking establishment. 
 
The reasons for this objection are as follows;
 

 Eastgate falls within Conservation Area 1 of Lincoln City.  The purpose of conservation areas is to 
preserve the character of areas of special and historic interest.  The addition of a drinking 
establishment will not be in keeping with the need to preserve the local historic environment as 
there are already an abundance of such places in the Cathedral Quarter.

 
 Castle Square is in the IMMEDIATE vicinity and is host to numerous markets and events bringing 

a wealth of tourism to the locality. There is a general consensus amongst local residents and 
businesses that there has become an overabundance of Drinking Establishments. We are 
plagued with noise nuisance. We respect the fact that we live in the middle of the city and do 
not object to normal levels of noise that are inevitable from bars and restaurants. 
 Unfortunately, with the introduction of cheap and readily available alcohol the negative issues 
are; persistent abuse of the streets being used as public lavatories, I even have reports of gross 
sexual acts being carried out in public spaces, vomiting on the pavements and very loud noise 
from music way after permitted hours. None of these things enhance an area of historic interest 
and another Drinking Establishment will add to the problem. Regularly I have witnessed men 
urinating in Castle Square itself, also fights brought about by the consumption of too much 
alcohol. This is a poor reflection to tourists visiting the area. 
 

 The City Centre is almost entirely commercial with a wealth of bars to cater to all tastes and 
there are a number of empty premises available to let. I believe the Council should be 
encouraging the use of these premises rather than allowing a well-established A2 premises to 
become A4.  The decision to grant change of use will diminish the number of office premises 
available for use in the future. The Cathedral Quarter is a mix of residential and commercial 
buildings and balance must be struck between the two in order to create harmony among local 
residents and local businesses. We are reliant on the decisions of the council to maintain this 
balance as carefully as possible. This cannot be achieved if more places are given over to the use 
of drinking establishments. The noise and disruption will be inevitable.  Indeed, part of the 
Application is the installation of bifold doors  - when these are wide open the noise volume will 
be considerable and will likely lead to obstructing the already narrow public footpath. This is a 
matter of Public Safety and the Prevention of Public Nuisance.
It would be more beneficial to make efforts to encourage another similar type business to the 
area, indeed this property has operated as a range of business premises, ranging from bank to 
gallery to estate agent, for a great many years. Such business work harmoniously with the local 
community as office hours do not as rule disrupt residential life. The risk of setting a precedent 
to allow the change will be detrimental.  
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 I note also that an application for similar change of use was denied in 2001. 
 
 
Please acknowledge safe receipt. 
 
Yours Faithfully
Tracy Markham
 
 
 
 
 
T MARKHAM LIMITED
Artist House
35 Little Russell Street
London
WC1A 2HH
T: 020 7379 6941
M: 07957 641 465
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Ian Robinson

Address: White Hart Hotel Bailgate Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:particularly with in the inclusion of bi-folding doors.

As the General Manager of the White Hart Hotel, I write to strongly object to above the proposal

on the following grounds.

 

1. Noise & Disturbance: The proposed application will directly affect the guests staying at out hotel

and this situation will only be worsened by the inclusion of the bi-folding doors. As a responsible

designated premises supervisor and representing the premises licence holder, I appreciate the

need to ensure that noise pollution is kept to an absolute minimum for the benefit of local residents

and those guests who are visitors to our area and economy. To this end we have sought

appropriate approvals to change our exit doors onto Eastgate for the benefit of those described

above. There is no point in resolving the issue if it is merely going to be transferred to the other

side of the road.

 

Eastgate is a predominately residential and daytime retail area and the addition of an evening

economy establishment is completely out of character. The proposed application will reduce the

availability of day time retail locations within the area and have a significant affect on local

residents who wish to work and or live on Eastgate due to increased noise pollution.

 

2. Design & Appearance: The inclusion within the overall application for a set of bi-folding doors is

completely out of character with the local area and buildings.

 

3. Highway safety & congestion: There is currently no area for the proposed application to safely

accept deliveries of beer kegs etc without blocking Eastgate road and back through Bailgate.
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I strongly object to the application and urge the council to decline accordingly.

 

Ian Robinson

General Manager - White Hart Hotel
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Miss Cathy Rudman

Address: 6c Eastgate Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer made comments neither objecting to or supporting the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Noise from music, customer - windows should be shut at 10pm. Also use of empty

bottle store (recycling) should stop at 10. No doubt there will be early deliveries to the carpark so

10pm is not unreasonable. Residents and visitors to the hotel and guesthouse need to sleep.

Change of use from a carpark to a beer garden would be awful.

There are already 5 pubs in the area - Lion and Snake, Prince William, Magna Carta, wig and

Mitre, Duke William, is another needed?
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Myles Mumby

Address: 15 Farm View Welton Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:I am head chef at the white hart hotel and i object to the change of use because it will

have a direct impact on the hotel! The noise from the bi folding doors will be heard by our guests

which will mean there will be complaints about noise until late at night! Meaning peolle will not

want to stay and meaning i have less customers cmstaying to eat at the hotel having a direct

impact of local staff as i will not need as many chefs. Also the road is dark on that corner and

when i drove hime there will be alot of intoxicated people in the road and standing in the road! On

a saturday night the amount of taxis already means you can struggle to get through and the bar

will only add to it! Students will use the bar late at night and then go into town so will be shouting

about in the castle square! The idea for the bar is great but needs to be in a better location that will

not impact local buisnesses that have been there for decades.
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Miss Josie Rossington

Address: 14 Burton Road Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:I stongly object to the application for the change of use of 4 Eastgate Lincoln.

 

I object as a resident; increasingly I feel unsafe to walk through the Bailgate area in the evening as

the unruly, lawless behaviour of the patrons of the already plentiful public houses is becoming

more threatening and loutish. And in the mornings as I walk to work there are usually piles of

vomit, cigarette butts littering the streets, doorsteps and doorways are urinated in, along with

empty beer bottles left on pavements and broken pint glasses in the gutters.

 

I also object as a business owner on Bailgate. I am so proud of our beautiful area of Lincoln, and

have strived for 13 years to build a business that enhances this unique atmosphere. The proposed

application directly affects the noise and ambiance of what is, still currently, a very magnificant

historical area, visited by people from all over the world with their friends & family, including young

children, who have to endure revolting, vile and lewd language, particularly noticeable on Saturday

afternoons when groups of both men and women become extremely intoxicated as they sway from

one pub to the next. I have found that I am apologising more to customers in my shop as these

groups of people walk past my shop.

 

The opening of yet another premises will exacerbate all of the problems I have already mentioned

and if this proposal is approved, the situation is very sadly going to become much worse.
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Ms A Rowland

Address: Bailgate Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:We are responsible for two businesses on the Bailgate. I have noticed that the area is

becoming increasingly 'boozy' with a theme of stag parties, pub crawls etc not to mention a few

individuals staggering about, sometimes shouting with language which is not very family-friendly. I

have felt uncomfortable several times on a Saturday afternoon and have locked the door before.

__I don't feel this application sits very well with the cultural aspect of the Cathedral Quarter and

everything tourists, visitors and locals expect from it. Aside from my own dislike of clearing up spilt

alcohol off my doorways (frequent), and even scrubbing fast food off the windows (happens now

and then), I also feel the area doesn't need another pub / large eatery and its arrival will impact

negatively on the surrounding hospitality businesses. I daresay it will be unhelpful to the hotels

etc., with residents trying to sleep. __I think we also need to bear in mind that the Cathedral

Quarter is not just for history-loving tourists and weekenders here to drink copiously off their own

patch. For the many residents and business owners, the area has a village feel and as such

should be protected, nurtured and respected. It's this and its blend of independent businesses and

1000 years of history which make it so special.__I also feel that the bi-fold windows will not contain

noise or people so are highly inappropriate.
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Paul Risebrow

Address: Cathedral View Guest House 6 Eastgate Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:I own Cathedral View Guest House at 6 Eastgate,I have 9 Guest Bedrooms of which 5

front onto Eastgate. The closest guest room window to 4 Eastgate is less than 10 metres away.

Having a late night,early hours of the morning bar situated so close to sleeping guests is

potentially disastrous to not only my business ( I rely heavily on Trip Advisor for Guest Reviews)

but for the local environment on Eastgate as a whole. The Noise and disturbance this would create

to an otherwise quiet street (in relation to Bailgate) will be intolerable to both residents and my

Guests (including the White Hart guests). The request for Bifold doors is an indication at the lack

of awareness and responsibility the proposed business owners have for the local neighbours and

environment. There is no designated outside space for smokers hence the pavement will end up

full of (potentially and probably at 1am in the morning) drunken drinkers smoking having no

respect for the neighbours and environment. This pavement is the main thoroughfare to the east of

the uphill area from the Bailgate, having to walk past both in the day and night will become a walk

of fear for a lot of guests/residents on a crowded footpath that the police have advised is

unacceptable usage from the proposed bar. My entrance to the rear of my building is frequently

used as a urinating and vomiting stop off point for other late revellers from the Bailgate, this will

only exacerbate the problem, this is also an access way for two local residents.

I would also like to understand the Councils policy on the uphill Bailgate area including Eastgate

as to the change of use from Retail to Bar. We also own House of Cards on bailgate, to lose an

established business to the area as Chestertons Humberts is a sad loss to local businesses as

diversity of retail is essential to all businesses but having it changed from retail to yet another bar

will undermine the already fragile retail economy of the Bailgate shopping area.

The Council have to consider amongst other issues the following relevant areas of planning

Privacy

Highway Safety and Congestion
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Noise and Disturbance

Air Pollution

Appearance

 

With the above issues raise raised we would ask the Council to reject this application in its

entirety.
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Anthony Moncaster

Address: 24 Minster Yard Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:Our house, though entered from Minster Yard, backs directly on to the pavement of

Eastgate, and our sitting rooms and bedrooms overlook Eastgate. This application therefore

particularly affects us. We object to it because Eastgate is a quiet mostly residential street and

quite inappropriate for a bar, it is within the Cathedral Quarter, where visitors as well as inhabitants

might look for peace and quiet and there is already a great number of places for the sale and

consumption of alcohol locally, so it can't be argued that this meets a need. Finally, we feel very

strongly that the presence of a public house nearly opposite will be detrimental to the amenities of

our house.
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mrs Susan Rossington

Address: 1 st Leonard's lane Langworthgate Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:The Bailgate area does not need another premises selling alcohol, there are at least

nine

such establishments already within 3 minutes walk of the post office. Having seen other

'Beer Headz' outlets on the internet, we strongly feel that the addion of this Public House

would detract greatly from the historical ambiance of the Bailgate area, and have a detrimental

Impact on the surrounding area and established retail outlets. Now that Lincoln Castle has come

to life once again, and together with our magnificent Cathedral provides a fantastic cultural quarter

for all to enjoy. The inclusion of this particular Public House would not add any benefit, rather

the reverse.
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Roland ASQUITH

Address: The Old Post Office South Willingham

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:As a frequent visitor to this area of Lincoln for work and leisure I feel that the area

around Eastgate has a special appeal to visitors which is in danger of being undermined by the

increasing incidence of drunken behaviour and criminal damage. It would seem that the last thing

it needs is another bar to encourage an easy round of drinking premises for a night out.

 

Windows in Gordon Road and Bailgate have recently been smashed and tourists and locals alike

must wonder what sort of area they are walking through and why perpetrators can act with

impunity, as they appear to be able to do.

 

In the circumstances, surely it is better to suggest an alternative use for these premises.
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Mr and Mrs Hepton

Address: 9 Bailgate Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:We live locally and have a shop that overlooks Eastgate.

 

The Cathedral Quarter is a remarkable place. It's a community visited and known by people from

across the world. It is a world famous site that need to be protected at all costs. It makes Lincoln a

very special city.

 

The quality of life in the Cathedral Quarter has changed in recent years. At weekends we have

seen a radical rise in anti social behaviour, the sort that often doesn't register on police statistics

but is nevertheless offensive, disruptive and disturbing.

 

The root cause is drinking to excess. Often the drinkers are in small groups moving between bars-

Bailgate, Castle Hill and Steep Hill has become a journey between bars-we and other business

owners often see the results in physical ways-vomit, urine and broken glass.

 

Eastgate is presently a quiet street. It will change. Noise levels will increase. It's simply not the

case that the proposed bar will be a haven for serious real ale drinkers who like a quiet pint. There

will be others who are rowdy, who want to party and will cause disturbance. They will disrupt the

neighbourhood.

 

Eastgate is also a quiet street with a number of residential properties. The proposed bar directly

faces the White Hart and a good number of its bedrooms. Its presence, particularly if the signage

proposed in another planning application is allowed, will be disruptive. There are also two other

houses, several apartments and a respected guest house within yards of the bar. For the

commercial concerns the threat of reduced incomes is very real. For private residents there is a
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threat to their right to a quiet life.

 

We understand from statements that have been made, that the applicants want to attract students.

This seems at variance with other statements they have made about a predominantly older

demographic and almost certainly different from the practice of other bars in the chain.

 

We're amazed that the applicants want to install bifold windows given that a bar open to the street

must lead to an increased noise footprint. We're equally surprised that the company wants the bar

to stay open until 1.30pm, knowing that it will cause greater noise and other disruption. We're

concerned that nearly every bar in the area keeps much shorter opening times meaning that

determined drinkers will head to Beerheadz late at night.

 

There are other, apparently minor but still important issues-where will the smokers stand for

example, other than the footpath?

 

Finally, we think that allowing Beerheadz to open a bar on Bailgate will set a precedent that will be

almost impossible to prevent as other companies look to the area for sites. We don't want the

locality to become a land of bars.
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Roland ASQUITH

Address: The Old Post Office South Willingham

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:As a frequent visitor to this area of Lincoln for work and leisure, I feel that the area

around Eastgate has a special appeal which is in danger of being undermined by an increasing

prevalence of drunken behaviour, resulting in criminal damage.
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Matthew Felgate

Address: Bunty's Tea Room Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:

 

 

DISPLAY OF SIGNS

 

This comment is in my capacity as chair of both Bailgate and Area Guild and the Steep Hill

Independents. Our organisations represent the interests of retailers, hoteliers and other business

in the Cathedral Quarter. We also wish to represent the views of the communities our businesses

serve.

The view of many of our members is that the size and form of the proposed signs are out of scale

with any others on Eastgate and the surrounding area. Likewise, the graphics are out of step with

others in the area and are out of sympathy with the streetscape.

The Cathedral Quarter is one of England's treasures. We urge the city council to take great care in

understanding its very special nature and to resist any attempts to 'disneyfy' its streets. They have

great responsibility in this respect.

 

. . . . . . . . . . . .

 

CHANGE OF USE

 

This comment is in my capacity as chair of both Bailgate and Area Guild and the Steep Hill

Independents. Our organisations represent the interests of retailers, hoteliers and other business

in the Cathedral Quarter. We also wish to represent the views of the communities our businesses

serve.
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The planning application and its allied premises application have caused great concern amongst

our members. At this time we are becoming increasingly worried about anti social behaviour in the

city - our pleasant place is becoming unpleasant. We see the Cathedral Quarter as being

particularly threatened given the many existing drinking opportunities in the locality and the

displacement of drinking parties from the city centre. The problem is not just an evening one but

now affects weekend afternoons. We are deeply concerned that another bar will increase the

opportunities for drinking to excess.

 

We know that the bar will bring extra noise even if the applicants say that it won't. We share with

local residents their concern about the possible disruption, knowing that the applicants can only

control what exists within their building. The council should give consideration to the noise and

nuisance caused by individuals and groups walking to and from from the proposed bar at any time

of the day. The proposed 1.00pm opening is a significant problem in this respect. Our fear is that

Bailgate and the Cathedral Quarter is increasingly being used as a convenient place to get drunk

because of its relatively small size and geography.

 

We are puzzled about how the proposed bar fits in with the works being planned at the Cathedral

over this next year. Eastgate will become an increasingly important thoroughfare and it is not clear

how the proposed bar fits in with the present pleasant, restrained streetscape that leads to one of

the world's great buildings.

 

We note from the premise licence application process that Beerheadz will offer carryouts. They

say that the scale of such sales is very low but we fear it will grow, particularly if they actively

market the cans, bottles and plastic fillable bottles being offered. It is possible that these carryouts

will be taken on to public spaces such as the new Dean's Green, even if drinking in public is

banned.

 

Eastgate is a residential street. City planners should note the presence of a community that is

proud and protective of one the country's most important localities. In addition to the eleven hotel

bedrooms that will directly face the proposed bar there are two further occupied houses in the

south elevation of the street. To the north there are a number of residential flats and apartments.

All of these will endure greater noise and nuisance than at present. We support the White Hart in

resisting the application on grounds of noise and nuisance and have great sympathy for other

residents. City planners should also think hard about the impact the bar will have on Eastgate's

narrow pavements if bar users chose to smoke on the street which is likely given the absence of

other opportunities.

 

We want the city council to consider the implications for the Bailgate and Steep Hill community if

the existing mix of shops, cafés and bars that are special to the area is destroyed by the

emergence of small scale bars such as that Beerheadz proposes.
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The city council should note that Eastgate is a narrow street with no dedicated parking for vans or

lorries. It very easily gets blocked by delivery vehicles, causing tailbacks and related nuisance.

 

We think that the proposed bar is a good business in entirely the wrong place and that it will

damage an area already under threat from anti social behaviour and other forces.

 

We regret that Lincolnshire Police have chosen not to represent the communities they serve in any

meaningful way by opposing the application or asking for conditions that will reduce its effect - late

opening in particular.
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Comments for Planning Application 2017/0870/FUL

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 2017/0870/FUL

Address: 4 Eastgate Lincoln Lincolnshire LN2 1QB

Proposal: Change of use from Estate Agency (Class A2) to Public House (Class A4) and

installation of bifold windows to front elevation to replace existing window.

Case Officer: Amy Davies

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Steve Rowland

Address: 86 Bailgate Lincoln

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Member of the Public

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

Comment:I am objecting to this development as I don't feel it's in keeping with the area and will

only add to the ever increasing drinking culture in the area.
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